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INTRODUCTION 
The Developmental Process of Specifying Cell Fate 
The process of development in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster has 
been a popular subject of developmental genetics; consequently, many of the 
principal sets of genes that are responsible for this process are known. As 
an egg develops into an adult fly, these sets of genes control the 
developmental fate decisions of all cells (for a review, see 
Artavanis-Tsakonas 1988). The developmental process begins with a set of 
maternally-acting genes that lay down the m«ûor axes of the embryo. A cell's 
position along these axes restricts the range of fates that it will choose. Next, 
a diflerent set of genes divides the embryo into distinct segments, and the 
identity of each of these segments is specified by another set of genes. These 
segment identity genes restrict the developmental fate of cells within a 
segment to a range of cell fates appropriate to that segment. Then, other sets 
of genes specify the fate of each individual cell within each segment by a 
process of successive cell &te decisions. Finally, other genes bring about the 
terminal di£ferentiation of each cell. 
Each of these five processes is complex. In addition, they are 
inter-related. Each process lays down the pattern for the next step, and some 
genes are involved in more than one process. It is useful, however, to think 
of these processes individually for the purpose of studying them. This 
dissertation will focus on a particular set of genes involved in the fourth 
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process, the process by which individual cell fates are specified. 
The developmental process of specifying cell fate has been studied in 
some detail in the following three examples: 1) the choice between the 
neuroblast and dermoblast pathways in the ventral neurogenic ectoderm of 
the developing embryo; 2) the choice between primary, secondary or tertiary 
pigment cells in the developing pupal retina; and 3) the choice between a 
sensory bristle cell and an epidermal cell in the developing epidermal cell 
layers. These three events have several similarities. 
The presumptive neuroblasts and dermoblast precursors in the ventral 
neurogenic ectoderm are initially morphologically indistinguishable and are 
not predetermined (Hartenstein and Campos-Ortega 1984, Technau and 
Campos-Ortega 1986). As embiyogenesis continues, cells in the neurogenic 
ectoderm enlarge, and about one-fourth of the cells segregate as neuroblasts 
from the remaining cells, which are the dermoblast precursors (Hartenstein 
and Campos-Ortega 1985, Campos-Ortega 1985). Laser ablation studies in 
the grasshopper Schistocera americana suggest that the segregating 
neuroblasts somehow inhibit the remaining cells from also becoming 
neuroblasts. In this study, when a presumptive neuroblast was killed by 
laser irradiation, an a4)acent cell in the neurogenic ectoderm (which would 
normally have become a dermoblast) becomes a neuroblast instead (Doe and 
Goodman 1985). Cell transplantation studies suggest that the signals 
responsible for this cell fate decision are mediated by cell-cell interactions 
(Technau and Campos-Ortega 1986). 
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As in the neuorogenic ectoderm, cell fate decisions in the developing eye 
have been shown to be dependent not on cell lineage (Ready et al. 1976) but on 
cell-cell interactions (Tomlinson and Ready 1987, Cagan and Ready 1989a). 
Early in the developing pupal retina, clusters of eig^t photoreceptors and 
four cone cells are surrounded by undetermined cells (Cagan and Ready 
1989a). The cell fate of these undetermined cells depends on the interactions 
that they have with other cells. For example, those undetermined cells that 
are in contact with the anterior or posterior cone cells will become primary 
pigment cells; those that are then in contact with the primary pigment cells 
will become secondary and tertiary pigment cells; and those that do not make 
the contacts of a specific cell type will die (Cagan and Ready 1989a). 
In the developing epidermal cell layers some cells are specified to 
become sensory bristle cells. It is thought that the mechanism by which 
some of the cells become bristle cells and others do not is similar to that of the 
previously mentioned examples. A study of mosaics by Stem (1954) 
suggested that all of the cells in a given region are capable of becoming a 
bristle cell, but once one bristle cell begins to develop, it inhibits the nearby 
cells fipom also becoming bristles cells. More recently, Simpson and Carteret 
(1989) and Cagan and Ready (1989b) have found support for this hypothesis. 
Simpson and Carteret (1989) showed that in shaggy mutants a cluster of 
macrochaetae (large bristes) occupies the normal location of one 
macrochaete and its surrounding region. Cagan and Ready (1989b) showed 
that S£Notch is inactivated shortly before a bristle cell is to form, extra 
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bristles are formed by nearby cells. Each research group proposed that the 
inhibition of neaity cells from becoming bristle cells is caused by cell 
interactions. 
From examples like these, a model of the process of specifying the fate 
of individual cells ûanngDrosophUa development can be made. The process 
starts with a group of cells within a segment. The previous cell fate 
decisions (cell lineage) of these cells restrict their range of future decisions, 
but do not determine their repenses in these decisions. Development 
proceeds in a series of steps, and at each specific step, each cell will choose 
one of two pathways. The choice that is made by an individual cell is 
dependent on its interactions with other cells. In some cases, once one cell 
chooses its fate, it inhibits its neighboring cells from making the same 
choice. This is the model of individual cell fate decisions in Drosophila that 
will be referred to in this thesis, recognizing that other mechanisms of cell 
fate decisions may also be used. 
Genes Involved in Cell Fate Decisions 
A developmental pathway can be defined as "a sequence of gene 
expression events and cellular changes" (Wilkins 1986). In order to 
understand the developmental pathways of individual cell fote decisions, the 
genes that act in these pathways need to be identified, and the function of 
each gene and its place in a network of genes needs to be determined. 
These genes can be identified by their mutant phenotypes; that is, if a 
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loss-of-fimction mutation in a gene causes a cell to choose the wrong fate, 
then a wild-type allele of the gene must be involved in the cell's decision to 
choose the proper Ate. Genes that are members of the same pathway should 
have similar mutant phenotypes. In addition, mutations in these genes 
should show phenotypic interactions. 
Once identified, the function of each gene and its place in the pathway 
of genes needs to be determined. A gene's mutant phenotypes can help to 
determine the function of the gene. The phenotypic interactions that result 
from combining mutations of the gene with mutations in other genes in the 
same pathway can help to determine its place in the pathway. Molecular 
and biochemical analyses are needed to fully understand the mechanisms of 
action of a gene and its biochemical function in the pathway. 
One set of genes that is involved in the specification of cell fate is the 
group known as the neurogenic genes. These genes have been identified by 
the mutant phenotype that they have in common, that is, cells in the ventral 
neuogenic ectoderm that normally would become dermoblast precursors 
choose instead to become neuroblasts (Lehmann et al. 1983). (This phenotype 
is called a neurogenic phenotype.) These genes include Notch (N), Delta (Dl), 
mastermind imam). Enhancer of split (M(spl)\ neuralized (neu), and 
bigbrain {bib). 
The most extensively studied of these neurogenic genes is Notch. Flies 
homozygous for a null allele of Notch (e.g., a deletion of Notch) have a 
neurogenic phenotype. Flies hetero^gous for a null allele of Notch have 
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notched wings and an abnormal bristle pattern of the thorax. Other 
mutations of Notch cause a variety of other phenotypes. These alleles affect 
the eyes (e.g., facett split), the wings (e.g., notchoid, Abruptex), and the 
bristles (e.g., split) without any apparent effect on the embryonic nervous 
system (Welshons 1971). Interactions between alleles are complex. A 
detailed analysis of the temperature sensitive mutation l(l)N^^^ has revealed 
other phenotypes associated with a mutant Notch condition, including 
antenna and leg abnormalities, and has indicated that temperature-sensitive 
periods exist throughout development (Shellenbarger and Mohler 1978). A 
study of Notch function in the developing eye has shown that Notch is 
involved in the cell fate decisions of all cell types in the eye (Cagan and Ready 
1989b). In contrast to the well-studied developmental abnormalities in the 
neurogenic ectoderm and the developing eye, it is unknown whether the 
other mutant phenotypes of Notch are caused by a defect in cell fate 
decisions. 
The Notch gene, which is located on the X chromosome at salivary band 
3C7 (Lindsley and Grell 1968), corresponds to a 37-ldlobase transcription unit 
with nine RNA coding regions (Kidd et al. 1983, Kidd et al. 1986, Wharton et 
al. 1985). The primary Notch transcript is spliced into a mt^or 10.2-kilobase 
poly(A)+ RNA and possibly other smaller RNAs. The nugor transcript is 
present at times corresponding to the temperature-sensitive periods of 
various Notch alleles and is also present in unfertilized eggs 
(Artavanis-Tsakonas et al. 1983, Kidd et al. 1983, Yedvobnick et al. 1985). In 
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situ hybridization analysis of Notch transcripts have demonstrated that 
Notch RNÂ is present throughout the embryo (not only in the neurogenic 
ectoderm); later in development it is found primarily in dividing cells 
(Hartley et al. 1987). 
The Notch protein is a 2703 amino acid polypeptide. Its structure and 
its location in the developing fly are consistent with that of a protein that is 
involved in the specification of cell fate through cell-cell interactions. It is a 
transmembrane glycoprotein, which contains 36 repeating units with 
sequence similarity to epidermal growth Actor (EGF), three other 
qrsteine-rich repeats (called Notch repeats), two hydrophobic regions that 
resemble a signal sequence and a transmembrane sequence, a repeated 
sequence that is similar to a sequence found in a cell division control gene in 
yeast (cdc-lO repeats), and an opa (polyglutamine) repeat. The extracellular 
domain contains the EGF-like and Notch repeats, while the intracellular 
domain contains the cdc-10 and opa repeats (Wharton et al. 1986, Kidd et al. 
1986, Breeden and Nasmyth 1987, Kidd et al. 1989, Johansen et al. 1989). The 
cytoplasmic domain is phosporylated (Kidd et al. 1989). The functional Notch 
protein seems to be a dimer of Notch polypeptides that are linked by disulfide 
bonds (Kidd et al. 1989). The location of Notch protein within tissues 
corresponds to that of Notch transcripts. Of specific interest with respect to 
its role in cell fate decisions is the observation that it is expressed in more cell 
types and tissues than show abnormal phenotypes in Notch mutants (for 
example, it is expressed in all of the cells in the neurogenic ectoderm, not 
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just in the presumptive neuroblasts or in the dermoblast precursors) (Kidd et 
al. 1989, Johansen et al. 1989). The structure of the Notch protein is similar 
to that of other transmembrane proteins that interact with other proteins, 
including some receptors (e.g., EGF-receptor) and some substrate adhesion 
molecules (see, for example, IQdd et al. 1989). 
Notch function is autonomous as shown in genetic mosaic analysis 
(Hoppe and Greenspan 1986); however, a single Notch' cell that has been 
transplanted into a Notch"^ region of the neurogenic ectoderm can develop 
normally as a dennoblast precursor cell (Technau and Campos-Ortega 1987). 
These results suggest iHaaX. Natch has a local but not completely 
cell-autonomous function; these results are consistent with that of a 
transmembrane protein that is involved in cell-cell interactions. 
Based on all that is known about the genetics of Notch and the structure 
and localization of the Notch protein, it has been proposed that its role in cell 
fate decisions may be mediated through cell contacts by cell adhesion 
properties and possibly some signaling properties. It is dear from the lack of 
cell-specific localization of Notch protein during development that Notch 
alone cannot control cell fate decisions; therefore, other genes must function 
in this process also (Kidd et al. 1989, Johansen et al. 1989, Cagan and Ready 
1989b). 
One gene that appears to belong to this same cell fate pathway is 
another neurogenic gene. Delta. Flies that are homozygous for a null allele 
of the Delta gene have the neurogenic phenotype. Flies that are heterozygous 
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for Delta have thick wing veins (Lindsley and Grell 1968). Delta is located on 
the chromosome at salivary band 92A1-2. It has at least six transcripts 
(two maternal, and four zygotic) (Kopczynski et al. 1988). Like Notch 
transcripts, Delia transcripts are present not in specific cells but throughout 
the neuogenic ectoderm; later in development, unlike Notch transcripts, 
Delta transcripts are localized to cells that have chosen a neural fate (Vassin 
et al. 1987). The predicted protein for the predominant zygotic transcript is a 
transmembrane protein with an extracellular domain that contains nine 
EGF-like repeats (Kopczynski et al. 1988). 
Two lines of evidence support the idea that Notch and Delta interact in 
the same pathway. The first is a genetic study of gene dosage effects. 
Females that have one wild-type copy of Notch and two wild-type copies of 
Delta have the mutant iVbfcA phenotype, nicked wings; females that have two 
wild-type copies of Notch and one wild-type copy oî Delta have the mutant 
Delta phenotype, thick wing veins. However, females that have only one 
wild-type copy of Notch and one wild-type copy of Delta have a less extreme 
phenotype than either of the two heterozygotes. These results suggest that 
the ratio of NoUh to Delta proteins is important to the normal developmental 
process (reviewed in Alton et al. 1989). The second line of evidence for the 
interaction of Notch and Delta in the same pathway is a biochemical study of 
cell aggregation of Notch- and Dgffa-expressing cells. Cells that normally do 
not aggregate in culture do aggregate when they express Delta protein but 
not when they express Notch protein. However, cells that express Notch 
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protein aggregate with those that produce Delta protein. In addition, the two 
proteins seem to interact at the surface of cells that produce both Notch and 
Delta proteins, and the two proteins can be copredpitated. These results are 
consistent with the idea Notch and Delta function together within a 
developmental pathway that controls cell fate decisions, and that their role is 
to "mediate adhesive interactions between cells" (Fehon et al. 1990). 
The other neurogenic genes and their interactions are not as well 
characterized as those of Notch and Delta\ therefore, it remains to be seen 
how they may fit into the network of genes that controls cell fate pathways. 
In any case, it is unlikely that the neurogenic genes represent all of the 
genes in these pathways; there are likely to be many more genes that belong 
to these pathways that do not cause a neurogenic phenotype when they are 
deleted. How can other genes that are in the same cell fate pathways as 
Notch be identified? A genetic approach is to look for a gene with the 
following two characteristics: 1) the gene should have mutant phenotypes 
that are similar to those of Notch mutant phenotypes, and 2) the gene should 
have mutant alleles that interact phenotypically with Notch mutant alleles. 
Â Genetic Approach to the Isolation and Characterization of a Gene that 
Functions with Notch in a Cell Fate Pathway 
The goal of this research was to use a genetic approach to isolate and 
characterize a gene that Amotions with Notch in a cell fate pathway. A 
potential candidate was identified in a new mutation, which was later found 
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to be an allele of the deltex gene. Three main investigations of this gene were 
done. 1) The deltex gene was characterized genetically. 2) The deltex mutant 
phenotypes were compared with Notch mutant phenotypes to determine 
whether the phenotypes were similar. 3) Phenotypic interactions of 
mutations of deltex and mutations of Notch were observed for synergism or 
other interactions. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Culture Techniques 
Cultures of Droaophila melanogaster were grown on a medium 
containing commeal, sugar, yeast, agar and mold inhibitor. Most cultures 
were grown in quarter-pint or half-pint g^ass bottles; small cultures were 
grown in 36 ml glass vials. All stock and experimental cultures were 
maintained at 26°C (except those containinjg 1(1)1^^^» which were 
maintained at 21°C). 
Drosophila Stocks 
The descriptions of most of the stocks used can be found in lindsley and 
Grell (1968). The wild-type stock used was Canton-S. Table 1 contains a brief 
description of the phenotype and map location of each mutant used. Any 
other pertinent details regarding the mutants and interactions between them 
are included in the following text. 
Two balancer chromosomes and two attached-X chromosomes were 
used. The chromosome a balancer X chromosome with the markers 
w^, and B, and the chromosome FM7c^ a balancer X chromosome with 
the markers sc^, ufl, sn?^, v, and B, were used for the inhibition of 
recombination in some crosses (lindsley and 1990). The chromosome 
TM6B, a balancer third chromosome, was used for its dominant markers, Tb 
and Hu (lindsley and Zimm 1990). For the easy maintenance of some X 
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chromosomes in the male, the attached-X chromosomes CompoundCl) 
Double XiaymhohzBd as CWDx^y w f) and Compound(l) ofArmetrout 
(symbolized as C(l)A,y) were used (lindsley and Grell 1968). 
Several duplication and deficiency chromosomes were used. The 
following four duplications cover X-linked mutations and were used to allow 
lethal or sterile X-linked mutations to be carried in a male. Dp(l;2)51b7 
(designated as Dp) covers the region from white to Notch and is located on the 
right arm of chromosome 2 (Lindsley and Zimm 1987). This same 
duplication is also present on a chromosome containing the markers Cy and 
bw and is designated as Cy Dp bw. Dp(l;2)72c21 (designated as W JV+), a 
modification of Dp(l;2)61b7, covers Notch but not white. The P-meditated 
duplication cos479 (provided by the lab of Dr. Spyros Artavanis-Tsakonas, 
Department of Biology, Yale University) covers Notch and is located on the 
third chromosome (Ramos et al. 1989). Dp(l;Y)y'^  (designated as y'^ Y) covers 
yellow and is located on the Y chromosome (Lindsley and Grell 1968). 
Dp(l:3)y'*' (designated as M ) cowen yellow and is located on the third 
chromosome. The duplication Dp(l;l)019 (provided by the lab of Dr. William 
Engels, Genetics Department, University of Wisconsin, and designated as 
Dp019) is a reverse tandem duplication of the region from 5E to 7A and was 
used for phenotypic analysis (Engels and Preston 1984). The deficiency 
Df(l)G4e^H24i^, which has a deletion from 5E3-8 to 6B and an inversion with 
breakpoints at 5E3-8 and 17C, was used for cytological mapping, 
complementation experiments, and phenotypic analysis (Stephenson and 
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Mahowald 1987). The region that is deleted in this deficiency includes one of 
the Minute (Af) genes. 
An unstable X chromosome, InWu^^, was used in the generation of 
gynandromoxphs (Lindsley and Zimm 1987). A single P insert stock, 
IsOOPw 006AB-GR813 (which has a ry"*") insert at chromosome region 
6AB on a cv chromosome), was used in a deletion mutagenesis cross 
(Levis et al. 1986). This stock was designated as GR813 and its X 
chromosome was designated as cv Pfwt). 
Several of the eye color mutations were used in combination. The 
phenolypes of these combinations of eye color mutations are as follows: ufl rb 
is almost white, ufl vis dilute white-apricot, ufl rb vis white, and ufl/ w is 
dilute-white apricot. 
Genetic Crosses 
Genetic mapping of (hf 
The dxP mutation, which was provided by Dr. William Welshons 
(Genetics Department, Iowa State University) had been described as an 
X-linked enhancer of the &cet-strawberry phenotype, but its chromosomal 
location and its phenotype independent of were unknown. The 
mutation ébP was first mapped with respect to and v with the cross 
faSwb ^ X +/Y. The phenotypes of male progeny were scored. 
Males that were not facet-strawberry and not vermilion were isolated as 
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Table 1. Description of mutants 
Symbol Name Phenotype of 
homozygotes 
Location 
(in map 
units or 
salivary 
bands) 
Ref.a 
y yellow yellow body, light bristles 1-0.0 3 
/ yellow- 2 yellow body, dark bristles 1-0.0 3 
yelhwSld yellow body, dark bristles 1-0.0 3 
SS^  scute-8 loss of bristles 1-0.0 1 
W white white eyes 1-1.5 3 
ujiiia white-1118 white eyes 1-1.5 3 
whUe-apricot orange color eyes 1-1.5 3 
j^vC white-vC mottled eye color 1-1.5 3 
NS419 Notch-5419 embryo lethal Df(l)3C6-10 2 
faswh facet-atrawherry rough eyes Df(l) interband 3 
3C6-7 
fa3 facet-3 rough eyes 1-3.0 3 
fa facet rough eyes 1-3.0 3 
fcfi facet-glossy glossy eyes 1-3.0 3 
^1 = Lindsley and Grell (1968); 2 = Lindsley and Zimm (1985); 3 = 
Lindsley and Zimm (1990). 
Table 1 (continued) 
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Symbol Name Phenotype of 
homozygotes 
Location 
(in map 
units or 
salivary 
bands) 
Ref. 
nd  ^ notchoid-  ^ notched wings, 
thickened wing veins 
1-3.0 3 
j^64  ^ Notch-264-40 embiyo lethal 1-3.0 3 
spl split narrow and roug^ eyes, 
some double bristles 
1-3.0 3 
AxP Abruptex-9  ^ gaj>ped wing veins, 
bristle abnormalities 
1-3.0 3 
Abruptex-E2 gapped wing veins, 
bristle abnormalities 
1-3.0 3 
jvCo Notch-Confluens embryo lethal 1-3.0 3 
jyisl Notch-tsl embryo lethal at 25% 1-3.0 3 
nd notchoid notched wings, 
thickened wing veins 
1-3.0 3 
dm diminutive small bristles 1-4.6 2 
rb ruby ruby color eyes 1-7.5 3 
cv crossveirUess no cross veins 1-13.7 2 
=faP .^ 
Table 1 (continued) 
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Symbol Name Phenotype of 
homozygotes 
Location 
(in map 
units or 
salivary 
bands) 
Ref. 
dx^ deltex-1 deltas at wing margins 1-17.0 2 
daP deltex-D deltas at wing margins, 
extra scutellar bristles 
1-17 -
sn^ singed- 3 twisted, short bristles 1-21.0 3 
V vermilion vermilion color eyes 1-33.0 3 
f forked short, bent bristles 1-56.7 2 
B Bar narrow eyes 1-57.0 2 
Cy Curly wings curled upward 2-6.1 2 
bwV brown-Variegated brown color eyes 2-104.5 2 
M(3)67C Minute(3)67C lethal 3-28.9 3 
Hu Humeral extra humeral bristles 3-51 2 
Delta-3 thickened wing veins, 
deltas at wing margins 
3-66.2 2 
M(3)95A* Minute(3)9BA-4 lethal 3-79.7 3 
M(3)96C^ Minute(3)96C-2 lethal 3-84.5 3 
1h Tubby short, thick body 3-90.6 3 
38 
potential diP mutants. Some of these recombinant males had a wing delta 
phenotype and some had wings that looked wild-type. Males from stocks that 
were established from these recombinants were mated to ufl u/ ufl 
fcfiwb i; virgin females. Virgin hetero^gous females from this cross were 
mated to Canton S males. Male progeny from these crosses were screened 
for the presence of white-apricot eyes and an enhanced facet-strawbeny 
phenotype. Males of this phenotype were seen in the crosses from males 
with wing deltas but not in the crosses from males that looked wild-type; 
therefore a stock of one of the wing delta recombinants was maintained as 
the dbP stock. The frequency with which enhanced focet-strawberry males 
were seen in the above cross suggested that this enhancer of was 
located between rh (1-7.5) and (1-21.0). This information was used to 
design another mapping cross to obtain a more accurate map distance. The 
more closely linked markers rh and sn^ were used in the cross rb + sn^/ + 
dsP + X +/y. The phenotypes of male progeny were scored. 
Complementation teata 
Because the ébP mutation mapped near the location otdx^ and had a 
similar phenotype, a complementation test was done between dxP and dbt^. 
The crosses + +/ dx^ v X dx^ v! Y and + +/ dbfi v X dx^ v/ Y were done, and 
the phenotypes of the vermilion female progeny were observed and compared 
to the heterozygous females produced by mating dx^ v and dxP v males to 
Canton-S virgin females. 
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Because the Df(l)G4t^H24i^ chromosome had a deletion that included 
part of the region to which deltex had previously been mapped (Demerec et 
al. 1942), complementation tests were done between the deficiency and dx^ 
BXiddaP. ThBerosBBsDf(l)G4j^H24i^lFM7c X dx^viYanà 
Df(l)G4^H24i^/FM7c X dxP v/ Y were done, and the phenotypes of the 
non-Bar female progeny were observed and compared to the non-Bar females 
produced by mating Df(l)G4^H24^t FM7c to Ganton-S males. 
The balancer chromosome y^M5 has a breakpoint at 6A1-3 (Lindsley 
and Grell 1968) and causes small wing deltas. The results of the 
complementation tests with Df(l)G4t^H24i^ suggested that deltex was in 
this region; therefore, complementation tests were done between and 
dx^  aoAdaP. The crosses3^ Af5/y^ M5 X dx^ v! Y^ MB X daPv! 
Y were done, and the phenotypes of the female progeny were compared to the 
females produced by mating to Canton-S males. 
Complementation tests were done for the eight mutant chromosomes 
that were generated in the mutagenesis cross (see section on mutagenesis 
cross) to determine if the new chromosomes were mutant for deltex. Virgin 
females of the genotype dx^ v! dx^ v were mated to each of the seven potential 
deltex mutants that lived as males. Female progeny were screened for the 
presence of wing deltas. The one potential deltex mutant that lived only as 
heterozygous females cv P(wV*/y^MB) was mated to dx^v males, and 
female progeny were screened for the presence of wing deltas. The control 
female, cv P(w^) / dx^ w, was made with the cross dx^ v! dx^ v X 
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njlllS pfw*) / Y. 
Bflckcroaaea 
The mutations dx^ and were backcrossed to Canton-S for several 
generations to ensure that the dx^ and dxP stocks had the same, wild-type, 
genetic background. Males of the genotypes dx^v/ Y and dxP v! Y were 
mated to Canton-S virgin females. Virgin heterozygous female progeny were 
mated to Canton-S males. The dx^v and v males from these crosses 
were then mated to Canton-S virgin females. These crosses were continued 
for at least fourteen generations. 
Maternal effect croaaea 
Standard crosses were used to try to detect a possible maternal effect of 
deltex. The crosses dx^ u/ + + X +/ Y" and dx^ v / dx^ v X +/Y were done, 
and the phenotypes of the vermilion male progeny were observed and 
compared. Also, the phenotypes of male progeny and the percentage of 
hatched embryos 8rom u/ + + X -^/Y aaàdxP v! d:P v X +/ywere 
compared. 
Gvnandromomh cmmamm 
Gynandromorphs were made to test the cell autonomy of deltex action. 
The unstable X chromosome In(l)w^^ was used. Three crosses were done: 
1) In(l)u^^/ ywspl X y w dx^ sri?! Y, 2) In(l)w^^l ywapl X y w dx^ an^l 
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Y\y^MI-¥^ and 3)In(l)w^^/y wspl X yw dx^ sn^ly^Y^ and the progeny 
were screened for gynandromorphs. Male tissue could be recognized by the 
presence of the cell autonomous markers yeZibw, whitet and singedS. The 
second and third crosses were used because without the presence of the y"*" 
duplication in the males very few progeny were obtained. Gynandromorphs 
from the crosses In(l)w^^/y wspl X y w sn^/ Y and In(l)w^^/y wspl X y 
w sn^ly^Y were used as phenotypic controls. 
Double mutant ctobmb 
The phenotypic interaction between mutations at deltex and mutations 
at Notch and between mutations at deltex and mutations at Delta were 
studied by making double mutants. Several types of crosses were used to 
make these double mutants. 
Notch'deltex trans-heterozygotes were made by the following crosses: 1) 
y^MSIu/^dxv X yw^N^^-^rblY;Dpf+,2)y^M5fu/^dxv X w^N^^^^rb/ 
Y; Dp/ +, and 3) y^M5l w^dxv X N^^ rb! Y\ Dp! +, where dx was either 
dx^ or daP. The phenotypes of the white-apricot, non-Bar female progeny 
were observed. The Notch heterozygote and deltex heteroagrgote controls were 
made by the following crosses; 1) +/ + X y ufl N^64'40 y. Dp/ 2) +/ + X 
wai^4l9rb/Y',Dp/+,3)w^/w^ X w^^ N^o rb/Y, Dp/+, 4)+/+ X dx^v/Y, 
and 6) +/ + X Y. The y ufl N^ '^40 hetero^gote was also made 
by the cross ^ Af5/ y uP N^^'^O % dxP/ Y. Two culture conditions were 
used for this cross: 1) a standard culture condition in which about 20 female 
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and 20 male parents were used for four-day egg collections, and 2) a less 
crowded culture condition in which the same number of parents were used 
for one-day egg collections. The number of non-Bar and Bar female progeny 
were counted for each culture condition. The control genotype^ jfi64-40 
r6/ + + + + wasmadebythecrossy^M5/yM;®iV^®^"^®r6 X +/y. The 
Notch-deltex trans-heterozygote y ufl Df(l)G4^H24i^ was made by 
the cross Df(l)G4^H24^l FM7c Xyufl N^S4-40i y. Qy j)p +, The 
phenotype of non-Bar, non-Curly female progeny was observed. 
Trans-heterozygotes of recessive Notch mutations and the recessive deltex 
m u t a t i o n  d ! x - ^  w e r e  m a d e  b y  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  c r o s s e s :  D y ^ M S I d m d x ^  X N r b /  
Y where N was fa^, né^, spl, or nd, 2)y^MSI dm rb dx^ X ufl Y 
and Z)y^M5l dm rb dx^ X fit/Y. The phenotypes of the non-Bar female 
progeny were observed. 
It was noticed that v/ Y; Dp/ + males had a suppressed deltex 
phenotype; therefore, co8479 (a duplication oîNotch) BndDp019 (a duplication 
of deltex) were used in crosses to make flies with various dosages of the 
Notch and deltex genes. The crosses C(l)Dx, y/ Y; co8479/ TM6B (attached-X 
females) Xd3Pv/Y;+/ + (males) and C(l)Dx, y/ Y\ cos479/ TM6B 
(attached-X females) X dx^ v/ Y; +/ + (males) were done to make males with 
two wild-type copies of Notch and no fully functional copy of deltex. The diP 
v/ Y; cos479/ + and dx^ v/ Y; co8479/ + males were compared to dx^ v/ Y, dx^ 
v/ Y, and +/ Y; co8479/ + control males. The cross y^MB/y ufl n^64'40 x 
Dp019/ Y was done to make females with one wild-type copy of Notch and 
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three wild-lype copies of deltex. The phenotype of the non-Bar female 
progeny (y ufl rb/Dp019) was observed. The cross Df(l)G4e^H24i^/ 
FM7c;+/+ X +/y; 008479/7MSB was done to make females 
(J)f(l)G4^H24i^/ C08479) with one wild-type copy of deltex and three 
wild-type copies of Notch. The phenotype of non-Bar, non-Tubby female 
progeny was observed. The control crosses dxP/ dxP X DpOlBI Y and dx^ v! 
dx^ V X DpOlBI Y were done to ensure that Dp019 covered the deltex 
phenotype in dxP/Dp019 and dx^ u/Dp019 females. The control cross +/ + X 
Dp019/ Y was done to observe the phenotype of females that have an extra 
copy of the wild-type allele of deltex (that is, females of the genotype +/Dp019), 
Twenty-one Notch-deltex double mutant stocks were made by eight 
different types of recombination crosses. The dxP double mutant was 
made by the cross a;®+ u/+ + ctr® + X +/F. Progeny were screened 
for males with a white-apricot, enhanced facet-strawberry phenotype. The 
fa^ diP, fa dip, foB daP, spl d:P, d:P, nd dxP, fu^ dx^, and spl dx^ 
double mutants were made by the crosses uj^N++l + + dxv X +/Y, where 
N was fa, fa0, spl, or nd, and dx was dx^ or dx^. Progeny were 
screened for males with a dilute-white-apricot phenotype. The /of dx^, nd^ 
dx^, and nd dx^ double mutants were made by the crosses N + rb+/ + dm + 
dx; +/ + X +/ Y; co8479/ TM6B where N was fcfi, nd^, or nd and dx was diP 
or dx^. Progeny were screened for males with wild-^rpe bristles and eye 
color. The fa^^^dx^ double mutant was made by the cross + + +/ + 
+ dmr'bdx^;+/+ X +/Y; co8479/TM6B. Progeny were screened for males 
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with white eyes and wild-type bristles. The fa dx^ double mutant was made 
hy Ûie CTOBB uj^+ + +/ +dm rb dx^ X •¥lY\co8479ITM6B. Progeny were 
screened for males with ruby color eyes and wild-type bristles. The d:P 
double mutant was made by the cross y xf/* + +/ u X uflN^ '^^ rb! 
Y\ w' N^l +. Progeny were screened for males with a yellow, 
dilute-white-apricot phenotype. TheAif^ dsP double mutant was made by 
the cross + + +/«/* + u X +/F. Progeny were screened for males 
with a vermilion eye phenotype. TheAe^dk^, Ac® dx^, and Ac®^ dx^ double 
mutants were made by the crosses Ac + + +/ + dm rbdx X dm rb/ Y where 
Ax was Ac® or Ae®^ and dx was d!x® or dx^. Progeny were screened for 
females with ruby eyes and wild-type bristles. The presence of on the nd 
dxP chromosome was confirmed by the cross nd d:P v! vcP" + + X 
+/ Y\ its presence on the Ac^^ d:fi cromosome was confirmed by the cross + 
Ac®^ dxP v/ ufl + + X +/y. The progeny from both crosses were 
screened for the presence of males with a dilute-white-apricot, enhanced 
facet-strawberry phenotype. Some of these double mutant flies were made by 
other crosses as well as by those described above, but stocks of those 
recombinants were not kept. All stocks of double mutant recombinants were 
subsequently kept as males (with or without co8479 or Dp) by attached-X 
females to remove any possible maternal effect (except for the two AxP dx 
stocks, which were maintained as heterozygotes because AxP dx males are 
barely viable). 
It had been reported that a possible allele of deltex suppressed the 
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lethality of theA*^^/Ac^ heterozygote (Xu et al. 1990); therefore, females of 
the genotype d:P vlA:P + + were made with the cross diP 
V X A}^/ Y, The phenotype of non-Bar females was observed and compared 
to that otAx^^lAiiP females made by the control cross Ax^^lAx^^ X Aie^/ 
Y. (Some females live to the adult stage.) 
Delta-deltex double mutants were made by the two crosses y^M5l dx^ v; 
+/+ X +/Y;Dl3im6Bandy^M6/dxP',+/+ X +/Y;Dl^/TM6B. The 
progeny were screened for non-Bar, non-Tubby males, and their phenotypes 
were observed and compared to +; Dl^/ + males from the control cross +/+ X 
D^ITMSB. 
Mutagenesis experiment 
Â mutagenesis experiment was done to make a small deletion of the 
deltex region. The stock IsOOPw 006AB-GR813, which has a P(w'*') insert at 
chromosome region GAB on a cv chromosome, was used as the male 
source for the mutagenesis cross. Males of the genotype cv PCw"*") were 
treated with 4000 rad of gamma rays from a ^Co source and then mated to 
y^MSI y^MS vix^gin females. Progeny were screened for females with 
dilute-white-apricot eyes; these females were of the genotype y^MS/ cv 
Pfwt)*. (The symbol * indicates a possible mutation at that chromosomal 
location.) Note that they^MS chromosome contains the white mutation ufi', 
and that w^/ w^^^^ females have dilute-white-apricot color eyes. The 
rationale behind this cross was that the P(w'^ ) element was inserted at 
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region 6AB of the X chromosome, the same region to which deltex had been 
mapped; therefore, a deletion of the ffwt) element would remove the 
wild-type copy of the whUe gene (providing an easy screen) and possibily the 
dxltex gene as well. The potential mutant females were mated to 
males to maintain the mutant chromosome in stock. 
Several control experiments were done to ensure that the IsOOPw 
006AB'GR813 stock had not spontaneously changed since it had been 
characterized several years ago (Levis et al. 1985). The location and copy 
number of the P element were confirmed by in aitu hybridization (see section 
on in aitu hybridization). The presence of the mutation was tested by 
recombining from with the cross cv PfwVf + + + X +/Y. 
The number of white-eyed male progeny was counted. Twenty-eight 
white-eyed males were seen out of 417 male progeny; therefore, the map 
distance between and the PCw*) element was 13.4%, which was 
approximately the expected value. To be certain that there were no copies of 
PCw*) on the autosomes, laOOPw 006AB-GR813 males were mated to 
Canton-S virgin females, and the males from this cross were collected and 
mated toy w an^/y wan^ virgin females. The male progeny from this cross 
were screened for white eyes. No red-eyed males were seen out of 158 males; 
therefore, no Pfw*) elements were present on the autosomes of the GR813 
stock. 
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Temperature aenflitivitv croaaea 
The effects of temperature on dbP and dx^ were determined by rearing 
males at different temperatures. The diP u and dx^ v males were mated to 
attached-X females and the parents were placed in bottles at 18^, 21^, 25^ and 
29^C. The phenotypes of the male progeny were observed. 
Chromosome Preparations 
Salivaiy g^and chromosomes were prepared for cytological analysis by a 
lactic-acetic orcein squash technique as described by Welshons and 
Welshons (1986) except that glands were fixed in 50% acetic add in water 
(rather than 50% ethanol and 60% acetic add) and were not rinsed with 
water. The polytene chromosomes were examined and then photographed 
with a Zeiss Photomicroscope. 
Salivary g^and chromosomes were prepared for in situ hybridization by 
a technique described by Engels et al. (1986) with the following modifications: 
glands were fixed in the 1:2:3 lactic-acetic add fixative for 5 minutes rather 
than 2-3; slides were treated with gelatin and chrom alum rather than 
Denhardt's solution; cells were squashed with the eraser end of a pendl 
rather than with a needle; weights were put on the slides overnight to flatten 
chromosomes; and coverslips were removed by fireezing the slides in liquid 
nitrogen, prying off the coverslips with a razor blade, and immersing the 
slides in room temperature 95% ethanol for two times S minutes. 
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In situ Hybidization Techniques 
The presence of PCW^, ry*) at region GAB on the l8(X)Pw 006AB-GR813 
chromosome was confirmed by in situ hybridization. Salivary chromosomes 
were probed with a digoxigenin-dUTP-labeled DNÂ fragment of the P 
element The "Genius Kit" by Boehringer Mannheim was used for 
DNÂ labeling, hybridization, and immunological detection. Slides were 
prepared and manipulated as described in Engels et al. (1986). 
Chromosomes were observed and photographed unstained with a Zeiss 
photomicroscope. 
Cuticle Preparations 
Cuticle preparations were made to observe phenotypes at a high 
magnification. Flies that had been killed and cut open were boiled for 10 
minutes in 1M NaOH, rinsed twice for 10 minutes in 70% ethanol, and left 
overnight to dear in 70% ethanol. (Wings were prepared without NaOH 
treatment.) The cuticles were rinsed twice for 10 minutes in 100% ethanol, 
dissected in 100% ethanol, and placed in a drop of euparol on a coverslip. A 
coverslip was placed on top of the drop of euparol, and the coverslips were 
pressed together and placed under a weight on a slide warmer for 2 days. 
Slides were observed and photographed with a Zeiss photomicroscope. 
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Eye Sections 
Fly eyes were fixed, sectioned and stained using the techniques 
described in Markopoulou et al. (1989) except that the heads were fixed for 6 
hours rather than overnight and the heads were rinsed with ethanol 
overnight rather than for 2 hours. Briefly, this technique involves fixing the 
heads in alcoholic Bouin's fixative, dehydrating in ethanol, clearing in 
xylene, embedding in parafifin, sectioning, and staining with a reduced 
silver stain technique. The dehydrating, clearing, embedding, sectioning 
and . staining were done by the lab of Rebecca Smith at the Veterinary Medical 
Research Institute at Iowa State University. Sections were observed and 
photographed with a Zeiss photomicroscope. 
Cobalt Sulfide Staining of Eye Discs 
White prepupae were collected and aged for 45-46 hours at 25°. Pupae 
were dissected in Ringer's solution, transferred to 2% g^utaraldehyde in PBS 
for 5 min, rinsed in water for 30 seconds, transferred to 2% cobalt nitrate for 
5 min, rinsed in water for 5 seconds, transferred to 1% ammonium sulfide 
for 10 seconds, rinsed in water for 3 minutes, and mounted between two 
coverslips in Aquamount (Cagan and Ready 1989b). 
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Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Flies that had been aged 2-3 days were killed with ether and directly 
mounted on 3M metallic tape that had been attached to brass disks with 
silver paint; abdomens of flies were further attached with silver paint. Flies 
were placed directly in a JEOL JSM-35 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 
operated at lOkV and beam current. Flies were oriented to show the 
center of the dome-shaped eyes. Polaroid Type 665 film was used to record 
the images. The SEM and photographic procedures were done by Dr. H. 
Homer of the Bessy Microscopy Facility at Iowa State University. 
Isolation and Analysis of RNA 
Collection of PUPae for RNA isolation 
Female and male adults were collected and aged in separate bottles. 
One hundred females and 100 males per bottle were mated to produce pupae. 
(Bottles were maintained at 25% ) Pupae were collected at the white 
puparium stage, put on damp Kimwipes in petri dishes, and allowed to age 
for 18 to 29 hours pupae) or for 12 to 36 hours (Canton-S and dbP 
pupae). The pupae were firozen in liquid nitrogen and were kept at -70°C. 
Pupae were aged in such a way that the final collection of pupae had an 
approximately continuous age distribution and each hour-long interval had 
an approximately equal number of individuals. 
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BNA isolation 
Total RNÂ was isolated with a CsCl/ guanidinium isothiocyanate 
method as described in Ausubel et al. (1987, pp. 4.2.2-4.2.4) with some 
modifications: a tissue grinder was substituted for a tissue homogenizer, 
samples were not heated after the addition of Sarkosyl, and CsCl was not 
added to the samples before they were layered onto the CsCl cushion. 
Poly(A)+ RNA was isolated with an oligo(dT) cellulose column as described 
in Ausubel et al. (1987, pp. 4.5.1-4.6.3) except that the RNA was precipitated 
in a microfuge rather thim in an ultracentrifuge. 
Northern blot analysis 
RNA was firactionated in a formaldehyde gel as described in Maniatis et 
al. (1982, pp. 202-203) except that agarose was melted in IX MOPS buffer, and 
samples were incubated for 10 min. at 60°C. A 0.25-9.5 kb RNA ladder from 
Bethesda Research Laboratories was used as size standards. Northern 
transfer and hybridization was done as described in Schleicher and Schuell 
(1987) with the exception that the nitrocellulose was dried at room 
temperature for about an hour and baked at 80% for 1.5 hours. The 
hybridization buffer was made with SSPE and 0.1% SDS. DNA probes were 
made with a Boehringer Mannheim Random Primed DNA Labeling Kit. 
Unincorporated nucleotides were removed with spun columns as described 
in Maniatis et al. (1982, pp. 466-467). 
The DNA fragments that were used as probes were cDNA-0 (see 
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Yedvobnick et al. 1985) and rp49 (see O'Gonnell and Rosbash 1984). The 
cDNÂ-0 probe, which is homologous to the 5' end of the Notch transcript, 
was obtained from Dr. B. Yedvobnick (Department of Biology, Emory 
University) and was isolated as a fragment from a low-melting-temperature 
agarose gel by the procedure described in Maniatis et al. (1982, p. 170) except 
that ethidium bromide was not added to the gel before pouring and 
electrophoresis was done at room temperature. The cDNÂ-0 probe was 
tested for homology with Notch on a Southern blot of Canton-S DNA cut with 
pat I, which was obtained from Dr. L. Girton (Genetics Department, Iowa 
State University). The rp49 probe, which is homologous to part of the 
ribosomal protein 49 gene, was obtained from Dr. M. Rosbash (Department of 
Biology, Brandeis University). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Genetic, Cytological and Phenotypic Characterization of deltex 
Initial genetic characterization of rfgZ/eae 
An understanding of the process by which cells choose a developmental 
fate is fundamental to an understanding of developmental biology. The 
Notch gene, partly because it has a role in such cellular decisions, has been 
the subject of much research. Now that the Notch gene has been extensively 
studied, other genes that (unction in the same developmental pathways as 
Notch have become of particular interest in the attempt to understand this 
developmental process. Several genes are thought to belong to the same 
developmental pathways as Notch because, when deleted, they each cause a 
neurogenic phenotype. The protein product of one of the neurogenic genes, 
DeltOt has recently been shown to interact directly with the Notch protein, 
thereby providing strong support for the idea that Notch and Delta (unction 
together in a cell fate pathway (Fehon et al. 1990). However, there are likely 
to be many more genes that belong to these developmental pathways that do 
not cause a neurogenic phenotype when they have been deleted. One way to 
find such a gene is to look for a gene that, when mutant, causes adult 
phenotypes similar to those of Notch mutations. Another way is to look for a 
gene that, when mutant, interacts phenotypically with JVbfcA mutations. A 
mutation that fit this second category was obtained from Dr. W. Welshons 
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(Genetics Department, Iowa State University). This mutation was known to 
be X-linked and to enhance the phenotype of the Notch mutation 
Whereas the mutation causes rough eyes, in combination with 
this new mutation caused a more extreme eye effect as well as wing vein 
deltas and a hairy appearance. The first steps taken to characterize this 
mutation were the following experiments: 1) genetic mapping and initial 
phenotypic observations, 2) complementation tests with a known mutation, 
and 3) complementation tests with a deletion and a duplication. 
This new mutation (designated m) was first mapped with respect to 
and V with the cross m +/ + + u X +/ y. It was unknown what 
phenotype this mutation would cause independent of however, it was 
suspected that the desired mutants were recombinant males that had wing 
deltas but not the rough eyes of or the eye color of v. This hypothesis 
was tested by recombining/à®^^ back onto these newly isolated 
chromosomes and looking to see whether or not the enhanced 
facet-strawberry phenotype would reappear. As a control, the 
mutation was also recombined onto chromosomes (also isolated from the 
mapping cross) that apparently caused no mutant phenotype. Males with an 
enhanced facet-strawberry phenotype were seen in the crosses that 
recombined onto a chromosome that caused wing deltas but not in the 
crosses that recombinedonto a chromosome that caused no mutant 
phenotype. Based on this information, one of the wing delta recombinants 
was chosen to make a stock of the new mutant. The results of this initial 
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mapping cross placed this enhancer of mutation at approximately 10 
map units to the rig^t of and 17 map units to the left of v, which placed 
the mutation somewhere near the map locations 1-13 and 1-16. This 
information was used to design another mapping cross to obtain a more 
accurate map distance by using the more closely linked markers rb and sn^. 
The results of this mapping cross placed the mutation between 1-16.1 and 
1-17.0. 
The mutation had two characteristics to suggest that it was a deltex 
mutation: 1) it caused thick wing veins that ended in deltas at the wing 
margin, a known deltex phenotype (Figure la-c), and 2) it mapped close to 
the location of deltex^ which was known to be at 1-17.0. The new mutation 
was therefore tested for allelism in a complementation test with dx^ (a 
recessive deltex allele). This new mutation failed to complement dx^, that is 
females that had dx^ on one X chromosome and the new mutation on the 
other X chromosome had thick wing veins and deltas (Figure Id-f). Control 
females that were heterozygous for the new mutation showed that the 
mutation was partially dominant in that their wings had slight deltas 
(Figure le); therefore, the mutation was named d:P. 
It is often important in genetic analyis to know whether the mutations 
being studied are amorphic (no function), hypomorphic (loss-of-function), 
hypermorphic (gain-of-function), neomorphic (new (unction), or 
antimorphic (antagonistic (unction) (Muller 1932). All types of alleles are 
use(ul in genetic analysis; however amorphic and hypomorphic alleles are 
Figure 1. Mutations at dsltex cause thickened wing veins and wing nicks 
The wings are magnified 20X. 
a. +/Y. Wing veins are numbered with Roman numerals. 
b. dx^lY. Each wing vein is thick (particularly n and in) and 
ends in a delta at the wing margin. 
c. cbfi/Y. Each wing vein is thick (particularly ni and V) and 
ends in a delta. 
d. dx^/+. The wing looks wild-type. 
e. dbfi/ +. Wing veins HI, IV and V each end in a small delta. 
The arrow points to a small delta at vein IV. 
f. dx^fdxP. Each wing vein is thick and ends in a delta. 
g. Dp019/Y. The wing looks wild-type. 
h. Dp019f+. The wing looks wild-type. 
i. cbPlDp019. The wing looks wild-type. The arrow points to vein 
IV (compare to the daPl + wing in Figure le). 
j. Df(l)G4^H24i^/ +. Wing veins HI and IV have small deltas. 
The arrow points to a small delta at vein IV. 
k. Df(l)Cr4e^H24i^/dx^. Each wing vein is thick (particularly H 
and ni) and ends in a delta (compare to the dx^ wing in Figure 
lb). The wing has an apical nick. 
1. Df(l)G4e^H24i^/ cbfi. Each wing vein is thick (particularly III 
and V) and ends in a delta (compare to the dxP wing in Figure 
Ic). The wing has nicks along the apical and anterior mai^gins. 
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critical in developing a hypothesis of gene function. Because amorphic and 
hypomorphic alleles of a gene show the effect of the lack of the functional 
gene product, their phenotypes can be used to interpret what the acual 
function of the gene product is. 
Mutations can be categorized as amorphic, hypomorphic, 
hypermorphic, neomorphic or antimorphic based on two genetic tests. The 
first is to test for dominance or recessiveness. Amorphic, hypomorphic, and 
hypermorphic alleles are usually recessive; neomorphic and antimorphic 
alleles are usually dominant. The second is to test the phenotypic effect of 
adding or deleting a wild-iype copy of the allele (Sheam 1978). The 
phenotypes of amorphic and hypomorphic alleles are suppressed by an extra 
copy of the wild-type allele, since the wild-type allele provides the lost 
function of the mutant gene. The phenotypes of antimorphic alleles are also 
suppressed by an extra copy of the wild-type allele since more wild-type 
product is available to compete with the mutant product. The phenotypes of 
hypermorphic and neomorphic alleles are not suppressed by an extra copy of 
the wild-type allele. The phenotype of an amorphic allele is generally more 
extreme than the phenotype of a hypomorphic allele because the 
hypomorphic allele retains some function; therefore, a fly that has a deletion 
(amorphic allele) for a given gene on one chromosome and a hypomorphic 
allele of the gene on the other chromosome generally will have a phenotype 
that is more extreme than that of the hypomorphic allele, but less extreme 
than that of the deletion. Likewise, a fly that has a deletion on one 
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chromosome and either an antimorphic or neomorphic allele on the other 
will generally have a phenotype that is more extreme than that of the 
heterozygous condition of the antimorphic or neomorphic allele. 
The above clasEtification scheme was used to determine which type of 
mutation dx^ and dbP were. The dx^ mutation was shown to be recessive, 
suggesting that it was amorphic, hypomorphic or hypermorphic. The dxP 
mutation was shown to be partially dominant, suggesting that it may be 
antimorphic or neomorphic; however, the results of an analysis using the 
duplication DpOlB, which has an extra copy of the deltex gene, suggested 
otherwise (see the next section for details about this dupUcation). In this 
experiment, females that had the genotype cbP/ Dp019 were made. The 
wings of these flies did not have the slight wing deltas of dxP/ + (Figure Id, 
h,i); these observations suggested that dxP was an amorphic or hypomorphic 
allele, not an antimorphic or neomorphic allele. (Females of the genotype 
dx^/Dp019 also had wings that appeared wild-type.) The results of an 
analysis using the deletion DK1)G4^H24^, which has a deletion for the 
deltex gene (see the next section for details about this deletion), were 
consistent with the hypothesis that both dx^ and dxP were hypomorphic 
aUeles. Females that were Df(l)G4€^H24^l dx^ or Df(l)G4^H24i^l dxP had 
wing vein phenotypes that were similar to, but more extreme than, that of 
dx^/ Y or dxP/ Y (Figure lb,c, k-1). Females that were Df(l)G4e^H24i^/ + 
had slight wing deltas (Figure Ij), suggesting that the reason that dxP/ + 
was partially dominant was because the deltex gene is haplo-insuffident. 
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Note also that the extra copy of the wild-type allele oSdeltex in the male Dp019 
causes no observable phenotype (this is typical of most genes [Sheam 1978]). 
In summary, the initial characterization of the new mutation, daP, led 
to the following conclusions. 1) dxP is a mutation of the deltex gene at 1-17.0. 
2) dx^ and dxP are hypomoiphic alleles. 3) deltex meets the two conditions 
(described at the beginning of this section) that would make it a reasonable 
candidate for a gene whose product interacts with the Notch protein as part 
of a cell-fate pathway. Specifically, its mutions have phenotypes (thick wing 
veins and deltas) similar to those of some Notch mutations (such as nd) and 
one of its mutations idxP) interacts phenotypically with the Notch mutation 
faswh^ These points are the subjects of the second and third msgor sections of 
the Results and Discussion section and so will be discussed in detail there. A 
review of the literature showed that the deltex phenotype had been briefly 
described, and that one allele {dx^ and two stocks of modified dx^ had been 
discovered (Morgan et al. 1931), but that no Airther characterization of the 
gene was available. Based on these initial results, it was decided that the 
deltex gene was worth characterizing further. 
Mapping deltex to a region on the polvtene X chromosome 
The deltex gene had been previously mapped to salivary chromosome 
bands 6A3-4 to 6F10-11 (Demerec et al. 1942). The deficiency Df(l)G4e^H24i^, 
which has a deletion from 5E3-8 to 6B, was used to map deltex more 
precisely. The deficiency chromosome was made heterozygous with a 
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wild-type chromosome, and its cytology was examined to verify that it had not 
spontaneously changed in the time since its chromosomal description had 
been published. (This was particularly important because the original stocks 
that were used to make the deletion were unstable ones.) The cytology of 
Df(l)G4^H24i^ (which also contains an inversion from 6B to 17G) was 
consistent with its previous description (Figure 2b). Females that had the 
genotype Df(l)G4^H24i^/ dx^ or D/(l)G4e^H24i^/ cbP showed 
non-complementation, that is, they had thick wing veins (Figure lj-1); 
therefore, by combining this information with that of Demerec et al. (1942), 
the deltex gene could be localized to 6Â3-4 to 6B (Figure la). (It should be 
noted that, in contrast to the above results, Stephenson and Mahowald [1987] 
reported ÛiBA.Df(l)Cr4e^H24^ did complement d%; however, since the 
research was not about deltex and the point was unimportant to their 
conclusions, no descriptions of the crosses or the stocks that were used were 
given. This inconsistency is left unanswered.) 
In an attempt to map deltex to a single band, the dx^ and daP 
chromosomes were examined for any qytologically visible abnormalities. 
These mutant chromosomes were examined in the hemizygous and 
heterozygous condition, and no abnormalities were seen; therefore, no 
information about the location of deltex was obtained from these mutations. 
Some corroborating evidence for the localization of deltex at 6Â3-4 to 6B came 
from the observation that the chromosome, which has a breakpoint at 
6Â1-3 (lindsley and Grell 1968), showed wing deltas and 
Figure 2. The deltex locus is in the polytene chromosome region 6AB 
The chromosomes are magnified 400X. 
a. +/Y. The JVbteA locus is at band 3C7; the dle//ex locus is in 
region 6AB. 
b. Df(l)G4^H24i^l-¥. The long arrow points to the region where 
5E is adjacent to 17C. The short arrow points to the region 
where 6C is adjacent to 17D. 
c. Dp019IY. Regions 6A and 6B are included in the duplicated 
part of the chromosome. 
d. d%^/+. Region 6Â is attached to heterochromatin. The arrow 
points to heterochromatin. 
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non-complementation with dx^ and ébP (data not shown). 
A final point about mapping deltex to a region on the X chromosome 
involves the PpOld duplication chromosome, which is duplicated for 5E to 7Â. 
Females that yrere Dp019/dxP showed no wing deltas, unlike +ldaP (see 
Figure le, i); these results are consistent with the localization of deltex to the 
6AB region. Like the deficiency chromosome, the Dp019 chromosome was 
also derived from an unstable stock; therefore, the çytology of the Dp019 
duplication chromosome was examined to confirm that the deltex region, 
region GAB, was included in the duplicated part of the chromosome (Figure 
2c). 
Mtttagmeaa eroeriment 
A mutagenesis experiment was done for two reasons: 1) to make a 
small deletion of the deltex region to get a simple amorphic allele of deltex, 
and 2) to map the deltex gene to a single polytene chromosome band. The 
reason why a small deletion would have been more useful than the deletion 
Df(l)G4^H24i^ was that Df(l)G4^H24i^ had two complicating aspects: 1) 
it included an inversion as well as a deletion, and the phenotypic effects of 
the inversion breakpoints were unknown, and 2) it deleted one of the Minute 
genes causing a dominant mutant phenotype that could possibly interfere 
with the deletion's deltex phenotype. The chemical mutagen 
triethylenemalamine (TEM) is thought to cause small deletions (Grigliatti 
1986); therefore, TEM was originally chosen as the mutagenic agent for this 
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experiment. However, a control experiment intended to test the X-linked 
lethality caused by TEM showed an extremely low frequency of lethality (data 
not shown); therefore, gamma irradiation was chosen instead. 
The mutagenesis cross that was used wasy^ilf5/y^ilf5 mated to 
cv P(w*)f Y males that had been irradiated. The progeny were screened for 
females with a dilute-white-apricot eye color; the genotype of each of these 
females was y^MBI cv PCw*)*. (Note that Ûiey^MS chromosome has 
the mutation ufl, and that «/*/ females have dilute-white-apricot color 
eyes.) The rationale behind this cross was that the P(w^) element was 
inserted at region 6ÂB of the X chromosome, the same region to which deltex 
had been mapped; therefore, a deletion of the PCw"^) element would remove 
the wild-type copy of the white gene (providing an easy screen) and possibly 
also the deltex gene as well. Prior to doing the experiment, the presence of 
the element at region 6AB was confirmed with in situ hybridization 
(Figure 3), and the lack of other PCw*) elements and the presence 
were confirmed with genetic crosses (see Materials and Methods). 
Eleven potential mutant females were recovered from the mutagenesis 
cross. These females were mated to y^MB males to establish stocks of the 
mutant chromosomes. Three potential mutant stocks were thrown out after 
the first generation of progeny tests were observed; eight potential mutant 
stocks were maintained. One of these new mutants lived only as a 
heterozygous female. Seven of these new mutants lived as males. Of these, 
six looked like simple reversions of the f element (i.e., they looked like 
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The arrow points to the region of hybridization. The chromosome 
is magnified 400X. 
Figure 3. A GR813 X chromosome hybridizes to a P-element probe at region 
6â 
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cv males), while one looked like its white and delt&c genes had variegating 
phenotypes (i.e., the eye color of the flies varied from dilute-white-apricot to 
mottled red, and the wing veins varied from having the small deltas of cv to 
having thick veins and larger deltas). The cytology of each of these potential 
deletion diromosomes was examined. The six mutants that looked like 
simple reversions all had normal chromosomal cytology. The mutant that 
looked like it had variegating white and deltex phenotypes and the mutant 
that lived only as a herozygous female both had complex chromosomal 
rearrangements. The variegating mutant chromosome had region 6ÂB 
attached to the heterochromatin (Figure 2d). Variegation is generally 
caused by a euchromatic gene being placed adjacent to heterochromatin; 
therefore, these results were consistent. Each of the eight chromosomes was 
also tested for complementation with dx^. Only the variegating dx showed 
non complementation with dx^; therefore only the variegating dx (designated 
as dx^) was maintained as a stock. 
In summary, the mutagenesis experiment did not produce a deletion of 
the deltex gene. However, it was unnecessary to repeat the experiment for 
the purpose of further mapping the location of deltex because Xu (1990) 
recently reported that deltex has been mapped to 6Â based on the results of a 
P element insertion and reversion experiment. Also, the process of making 
a simple amorphic allele of deltex could now be better approached using the 
P insertion stock that is now available. The mutagenesis experiment did 
provide one piece of information, however. The variegating deltex that was 
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made showed a wing phenotype similar to that of dx^ and daP. Because 
variegating phenotypes are the result of inactivation of a gene (Spoffbrd 1976), 
this observation further supported the idea that dx^ and were 
hypomorphic alleles of deltex. 
Phenotvnea of deltex mutations and how thev suggest a possible function 
Introduction A careful analysis of a gene's mutant phenotypes 
can provide a great deal of information about the gene's normal function. 
Phenotypic analysis of developmental genes such as JVbfcA have provided 
useful hypotheses of gene function that have since been supported by 
extensive molecular analyses. The range of deltex phenotypes was examined 
and analyzed to determine whether the phenotypes were consistent with 
those expected of a cell fate gene. 
First, the wing, leg, eye, ocelli, and bristie phenotypes of dx^, dxP, and 
Df(l)G4e^H24i^ (a deficiency of deltex) are described. (Note that the 
mutations dx  ^and diP were backcrossed into the wild-type strain, Canton-s, 
for many generations to ensure that the dx^ and dxP stocks had the same, 
wild-type background.) Following the five sections of phenofypic descriptions 
are the results of a temperature sensitivity study, maternal effect study, and 
gynandromorph study. Finally, an analysis of the data from these eight 
sections is presented. 
WingphenotvpftH The wing vein phenotypes of deltex mutations 
have already been briefly described (see Initial genetic characterization of 
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deltex and Figure 1). The wing veins of dx^ males were all thick, 
particularly II and m, and ended in deltas at the wing margin (Figure lb). 
The wing veins of diP males were all thick (although vein n was only 
slightly so) and ended in deltas at the wing margin (except that vein II ended 
in a delta only 75 percent [13/20] of the time) (Figure Ic). The wing veins of 
dx^l Df(l)G4^H24i^ looked qualitatively similar to those of dx^l Y, but their 
abnormalities were more extreme (Figure Ik). Likewise, the wing veins of 
cbP/ Df(l)G4^H24^ looked qualitatively similar to those of (bP/ Y, but their 
abnormalities were also more extreme (Figure 11). 
The wings of some dx^ and dxP males had apical nicks at or between 
veins III and IV. This phenotype is infrequent in backcrossed stocks: 3.3 
percent (6/184) for dx^ and 1 percent (2/199) for dxP. The frequency of wing 
nicks in dxP flies varied considerably among different stocks suggesting that 
it was a highly modifiable characteristic. Because of its infrequency and 
variability of frequency, the wing nick phenotype was not used in any 
quantitative analyses of phenotypes. The wings of some Df(l)G4^H24i^/ + 
had a small delta at vein II. The wings of dx^/ Df(l)G4e^H24^ and dsfi/ 
Df(l)G4e^H24i^ had nicks along the apical and posterior margins. 
The wing position of deltex flies was also abnormal (Figure 4). Flies 
that had the dx^ mutation held their wings out to the side (Figure 4b). As 
might be expected, these flies did not fly. The wing position of dxP flies 
varied from normal to slightly held out (Figure 4c). The wing position of dx^/ 
Df(l)G4e^H24i^ was held out like that of dx^/ Y; the wing position of dxP/ 
Figure 4. Mutations at delt&c cause the wings to be held out 
a. +/Y. 
b. dx^/Y. The wings are held out to the side. 
c. dxPlY. The wings are held out slightly to the side. 
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Df(l)G4^H24i^ was like that of dbPl Y. 
Leg nhenotvpea The leg pheno^rpes of deltex mutations were 
mild (Figure 6). The legs of dx^ males had normal morphology (Figure 5b). 
The legs of daP males had the proper number of segments, but the 
transverse rows of bristles on the first tarsal segment were disorganized and 
the sex combs had extra bristles (about 15 instead of about 10) (Figure 5c). 
The legs of Df(l)G4t^H24i^l + females had relatively normal morphology, 
but tarsal segments 2 and 3 and tarsal segments 4 and 6 were sometimes 
partly or completely fused (Figure 5d). The legs of Df(l)G4^H24i^t dx^ and 
Df(l)G4^H24i^l dxP females had a phenotype similar to that of 
Df(l)G4t^H24i^l + except that the tarsal segments were also shorter than 
normal (the Df(l)G4€^H24^/ dxP tarsal segments were shorter than those of 
Df(l)G4^H24i^/dxh 
Eve phenotvpefl The Drosophila eye is an excellent system in 
which to study development at the single cell level because individual cells 
can be identified and followed as development progresses (Tomlinson 1988). 
Therefore, although the eye phenotypes of deltex mutations as seen with the 
dissecting microscope are quite mild, the eye phenotypes were examined 
anyway. The eyes of dx^/ Y, dxP/ 7, Df(l)G4^H24^l +, Df(l)G4e^H24i^l 
dx^, and Df(l)G4e^H24i^f dxP were all rough. The degree of roughness 
varied from very slight for dx^l Y, Df(l)G4«f^H24i^/ +, and Df(l)G4^H24^l 
dx-', to moderate for daPIY and Df(l)G4^H24^l daP. SEM micrographs 
showed that the roughness otdx^l Y and daPl Y were caused by slight 
Figure 6. Mutations at deltex cause fusions of leg segments 
The legs are magnified 26X. 
a. +/Y. Ti s tibia; TS1-TS6 s tarsal segments 1-6; se B sex comb. 
b. dx^/Y. Leg segmentation looks wild-type. 
c. dsP/Y. Leg segmentation looks wild-type. 
d. Df(l)G4e^H24i^/ +. Tarsal segments 2 and 3 are partially 
fUsed. 
e. Df[l)G4^H24^/ dx^. Tarsal segments 4 and 5 are partially 
fused. 
f. Df(l)G4^H24i^/ dxP. Tarsal segments 2 and 3 and segments 4 
and 6 are fused. 
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irregularities of shape and organization of the facets; also, some bristles 
were doubled (Figure 6a-c). 
The eyes of45-46 hour wild-type and dsP pupae were stained with cobalt 
sulfide, which outlines each individual cell at the surface of the eye, to 
examine the apical surface. Each wild-type ommatidium has two primary 
pigment cells and four cone cells (Figure 6d) (Cagan and Ready 1989b). The 
ommatidia of ébP eyes were usually normal-looking, but some had three or 
five cone cells rather than four, and some had three primary pigment cells 
rather than two (Figure 6e). This observation suggests that a fiirther, more 
detailed analyis of the deltex eye could provide the type of data needed to 
understand the (unction of the deltex gene. Cagan and Ready (1989b) used 
such an analysis to show that ATotoA is involved in cell fate decisions in the 
Drosophila eye. 
Finally, whereas the externally visible morphology of the deltex eye 
showed some abnormalities, silver-stained, horizontal sections of +/ Y, dx^l 
Y, and dxP/ Y eyes and optic lobes all looked normal for retina, lamina cell 
body layer, laminal plexiform layer, medulla, lobular plate and lobula 
morphology (see Figure 6f for +/ Y section). 
Ocelli phenotvnflH There are three ocelli (small, round, 
light-sensitive structures) arranged in a triangle on the top of the fly head. 
The three ocelli of dx^/ Y, dxP/ Y, and Df(l)G4e^H24i^/ + flies were all 
present, but often they were closer together than normal and the bristles 
between them were not properly spaced and sometimes missing. The ocelli 
Figure 6. Mutations at deltex cause abnormal eye morphology 
a-c. SEM micrographs of adult eyes (magnified 780X). 
a. +/Y. Facet shape and position, and bristle position are 
regular. 
b. dx^/Y. Bristle pattern is irregular. 
c. dxPlY. Facet shape and bristle pattern are irregular. 
Double bristles are present. 
d-e. Surface of pupal eyes stained with cobalt sulfide (magnified 
400X). 
d. wild-type (45.5 h). The ommatidium has four cone cells 
(C). 
e. d!x^(46h). The ommatidium has five cone cells (C). 
f. Horizontal, silver-stained section of a wild-type eye and optic 
lobe (lOOX). R = retina; LC = lamina cell body layer; LP = 
laminai plexiform layer; M = medulla; LoP = lobular plate; Lo 
lobula. 
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of Df(l)G4^H24i^l <&•', and Df(l)G4(^H24^/ dbP were closer together than 
normal and often fused, and sometimes only the posterior two were present. 
Bristle nhenotvueB The bristles on wild-type flies are placed in 
rows, in fixed positions, or in evenly spaced patterns (Held and Bryant 1984). 
The placement of many bristies on deltex flies appeared generally 
disorganized. This disorganization was most easily seen on the thorax and 
the legs where many of the bristles were not located in the wild-type row 
pattern (for example, the transverse rows on the first tarsal segments of dbP 
flies were disrupted). The dxP mutation and, sometimes, the dx^ mutation 
also caused extra (or doubled) bristles. Some examples of extra bristles on 
cbP flies could be seen on the eye (see Figure 6c), the leg (e.g., the apical 
bristie), the head (e.g., the anterior verticals bristie), and the scutellum (e.g., 
the anterior scutellar bristle [Figure 7]). It should be noted that the Canton-8 
(wild-type) background, which the deltex mutations were crossed into, also 
causes extra bristies (Lindsley and Grell 1968); however, the frequency of 
double bristies for the daP males was higher than that of Canton-S males. 
For example, 2.3 percent (2/88) of Canton-S males had extra scutellar 
bristies, whereas 46.9 percent (15/32) of d^P males had extra scutellar 
bristies. (Zero percent [0/72] of dx^ males had extra scutellar bristies.) 
Temperature sensitivity of nhenotvnea The eflects of 
temperature on the dx^ and diP phenotypes were determined by placing 
botties of parent flies at 18^, 21^, 25^ or 29°C and observing the progeny that 
emerged from these botties. The mutation did not appear to be 
Figrure 7. Mutations at deltex cause bristle abnormalities 
a. +/Y. The scutellum has four bristles. 
b. dx^/Y. The scutellum has four bristles. 
c. dxP/Y. The scutellum has six bristies. The arrow points to 
double anterior scutellar bristles. 
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temperature sensitive. The dx^ mutation was temperature sensitive for 
wing phenotypes. At 18^ dx^ flies had a less severe wing phenotype (wing 
veins were not as thick, wings had no nicks, and wings were held in a 
normal position). At 29° dx^ flies had a more extreme wing phenotype (wing 
veins were thicker, wings had nicks along the wing margin, and wings were 
held out to the side). At 21° and 26° dx^ flies had the same intermediate wing 
phenofype, except that at 21° the wings were held normally and at 25° the 
wings were held out to the side. Temperature sensitive mutations can be 
very useful in genetic analysis, for example, they can be used for 
determining the time of gene function; however, the difiference in phenotype 
from 18° to 29° was not dramatic enough to allow a good Temperature 
Sensitive Period study to be done. 
Maternal effect croHHea The possibility of a maternal effect of 
d^ltex was tested with standard crosses. The male progeny from 
hetero^gous mothers (dx^t + and dxPl +) and homozygous mothers (dx^l 
dx^ and daP/ dx^) were compared. The phenotypes that were observed were 
eye roughness, wing vein thickness (including deltas), and held out wings. 
The phenotypes of males from both types of parents were the same, that is, no 
maternal effect was seen. It was recently reported that a new allele of deltex 
(f^NU) doQg have a maternal effect that can be seen by observing the 
difference in viability of embryos from dx^^^/ + and dx^^^ 
mothers (both mated to Y males). More than 99 percent of the 
embryos from dx^^^f + mothers are viable, whereas only 60 percent of the 
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embryos from mothers are viable. These imhatched 
embryos usually had no cuticular structure, and appeared to have fewer 
numbers of neural cells (Xu 1990). Because of this information, the number 
of unhatched embiyos from daPl + and daPl cbP mothers were counted. 
The number of unhatched embryos fix)m dxP/ + mothers was 1.4 percent 
(3/210) while the number of unhatched embryos from cbP/ diP mothers was 
4.3 percent (3/69). These numbers did not suggest a maternal effect for the 
daP allele; however, these results are not inconsistent with the results of Xu 
(1990) because not all alleles of genes that are maternally active show 
maternal effects. 
OvnanHrnmornh exnerimentfl Gynandromorph flies (flies that 
are part male and part female) can be used to test the autonomy of a given 
gene product. Gene products that act only in the cells in which they are 
produced are said to have a cell autonomous function; gene products that are 
produced in one cell but that can diffuse or be transported to other cells 
where they can act are said to have a cell non-autonomous function. This 
type of information about a gene can help in determing the gene's fimction. 
Gynandromoiphs are made by mating a female that has an unstable X 
chromosome to a male whose X chromosome has a mutation at the gene of 
interest. 
To test the cell autonomy of deltex fimction, gynandromorphs were 
made by vaaAmgIn(l)w^^l y w spl females toy w dx^ sn^/ Y males, and 
In(l)w^^/y w dx^ an^ progeny were observed. The In(l)u^^ chromosome is 
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an unstable X chromosome that is often lost during the first or second 
cleavage division of the developing embiyo; it is the loss of this chromosome 
that results in a part of the fly being female (in this case In(l)w^^ly w dx^ 
sn^) and part male (in this case^ w dx^ sn^). The cell-autonomous markers 
y, w, and an^ were used to enable the male (dx^) tissue to be recognized (these 
markers cause yellow body color [y], white eyes [w], and short, twisted 
bristles [sn^]). Forty-nine In(l)w^^/y w dx^ sn^ gynandromorphs whose 
wings had both male and female tissue were observed; each of these 49 
gynandromorphs showed thick wing veins and deltas in the male (y w dx^ 
sn^) parts of the wings (see Figure 8). Eighty-one control gynandromorphs of 
the genotype In(l)w^^l y w an^ were also observed; none of these 81 
gynandromorphs showed thick wing veins or deltas in the male (y w an^) 
parts of the wings. The results suggest that deltex has an autonomous 
function. True cell autonomy is tested by observing the phenotype of a single 
mutant cell that is surrounded by wild-^pe tissue. Somatic mosaic or cell 
transplant studies could be used for this purpose. 
An analvsis of the mutant nhenotvpea of delter Several 
conclusions can be made from the results of the phenotypic analysis of deltex 
mutations. The most obvious is that deltex mutations a£fect a range of cell 
types. Since deltex has an autonomous function, it must be expressed and 
function in these different cell types. This research detected no maternal 
effect for the deltex alleles dx^ and however, the demonstration of a 
Figure 8. Gynandromorph wings suggest cell autonomy of deltex action 
The wings are magnified 63X. The small arrow points to the 
female/ male boundary; female tissue (non-yellow and non-singed) 
is to the left, male tissue (yellow and singed) is to the rig^t. 
a. w (right wing of fly). The male tissue has a 
wild-type copy of deltex. The large arrow points to vein 11, 
which has no delta. 
b. In(l)w^^/ y w dx^ an^ (XeSkmof^oitiy). The male tissue has a 
mutant Qoss-of-function) copy of deltex. The large arrow points 
to vein H, which has a large delta. 
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es 
maternal effect for the allele suggests that deltex is maternally 
active. 
Several phenotypic observations support the hypothesis that del^ is 
involved in the specification of individual cell fate. First, some other possible 
roles of deltex can be eliminated by the type of mutant phenotypes it does not 
have. No evidence of segmentation abnormalities or homeotic 
transformations were seen in the adult phenolypes; therefore, it is unlikely 
that deltex has a role in the processes of determining the number or the 
identity of segments. Second, the pleiotropic phenotype of deltex suggests 
that it is not a gene that is expressed as part of the terminal differentiation 
process (as these genes should be more cell-type specific). Finally, the 
morphological abnormalities that are seen in deltex mutants can be 
explained by defects in cell fate decisions. The thick wing vein, extra 
primary pigment cell, and extra bristle phenotypes, for example, can be 
explained by developmental errors whereby a cell chooses to become a vein 
cell rather than a wing blade cell, a primary pigment cell rather than a 
secondary or tertiary pigment cell, and a bristle cell rather than an 
epidermal cell. In addition, each of the mutant deltex phenotypes is similar 
to a mutant Notch phenotype; by analogy, if Notch is involved in cell fate 
decisions, and deltex phenotypes are similar to Notch phenotypes, then the 
deltex phenotypes are consistent with those of a gene that is involved in cell 
fate decisions (see the section titled A Comparison of deltex and Notch 
Phenotypes). 
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Riimmnrv nf yenetîc. cvtological and nhenotvpic characterization of deltex 
In summary, eight main points could be made about the genetic, 
çytological, and phenotypic analyses of the deltex gene. 
1. A new mutation of deltex  ^dtP  ^was isolated. 
2. The two available alleles of deltex, dx  ^and were shown to be 
hypomorphic. 
3. The deltex gene was shown to be haplo-insuffident. 
4. The deltex gene was mapped to the 6AB region of the X chromosome. 
5. Mutations at the deltex gene were shown to cause mutant 
phenotypes in the wings, legs, eyes, ocelli and bristles. 
6. The mutant phenotypes of déifex were shown to be consistent with 
the hypothesis that deltex functions in the specification of cell fate. 
7. No maternal effect was seen for d:P. 
8. The deltex function appeared to be autonomous. 
A Comparison of deltex and Notch Phenotypes 
Introduction 
1£ deltex and Notch function together in the same developmental 
pathways, mutations in these two genes should cause similar phenotypes. 
If, instead, they function in different pathways, then they should produce 
different phenotypes. Finally, if deltex and Notch act together in some of the 
same pathways, but not others, some of their phenotypes should be the same, 
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but others should be different. The following comparison of deltex and Notch 
phenotypes supports this last hypothesis. 
A comparisfln of wing phcnotypea 
Mutations at deltex cause thick wing veins, deltas, and wing nicks (see 
Figure 1). Several mutations at Notch also cause these wing abnormalities. 
Females of the genotype N^^^l + have thick wing veins, deltas and apical 
wing nicks is a null allele of Notch) (see Figure 9b). Males of the 
genotype nd^l Y have thick wing veins and deltas and sometimes have apical 
wing nicks (see Figure lib). Males of the genotype ndJ + have thick wing 
veins, deltas and nicks all around the wing margin (see Figure 11c). These 
abnormalities are all quite similar to those caused by deltex mutations. In 
addition, the temperature-sensitive Notch mutation l(l)N^^^ has been shown 
to cause thick veins and wing nicks; heat-pulsing l(l)N^^^ flies during the 
pupal stage results in thick wing veins, while a pulse during the third instar 
larval stage results in wing nicks (Shellenbarger and Mohler 1978). 
Mutations at deltex also cause the wings to be held out to the side (see 
Figure 4). Mutions at Notch do not cause such an extreme held-out 
phenotype, but the mutation nd causes the wings to be slightly outspread. In 
addition, flies that have the dx^ mutation do not fly. Notch mutations have 
not been shown to cause a loss of flight phenotype, except that Vilkki and 
Portin (1987) have shown that KDN^^ flies develop abnormal indirect flight 
muscles when the adults are kept at 29% for a few days, and hence, they 
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cannot fly. This temperature-sensitive loss of flight is not a developmental 
defect, however, so these abnormalities in dx^ and l(l)N^^ flies may have 
dififerent causes. 
A compariaon of leg phenotypea 
Mutations at deltex cause mild leg phenotypes: extra sex comb bristles, 
disorganization of the bristles of the tarsal transverse rows, fusion of tarsal 
segments and short tarsal segments (see Figure 5). Mutations at Notch 
cause similar phenotypes. Females of the genotype + have 
disrupted transverse rows. Males of the genotype Y and fa /^ Y have 
extra sex comb bristles, and^^*^^ males have disrupted transverse rows. 
Flies that have develop fused leg joints and short tarsal segments 
when they are heat-pulsed during the third instar larval stage 
(Shellenbarger and Mohler 1978). 
A comparison of eve phenotypea 
Mutations at deltex cause the eyes to look rough, as do many Notch 
mutations. The facets, apl, +, and l(l)N^^^ (heat-pulsed during the 
pupal stage [Shellenbarger and Mohler 1978]) all cause rough eyes; however, 
eye roughness can be caused by many types of morphological defects. SEM 
micrographs show that the deltex eye abnormalities (see Figure 6b,c) are 
mild compared to ûie facet eye abnormalities (Markopoulou et al. 1989) and 
spl abnormalities (Cagan and Ready 1989b) but are stronger than the 
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^264-40/ + abnormalities (see Figure 9h). 
The ébP mutation causes an inappropriate number of cone cells (three 
or five instead of four) and/or an extra primaiy pigment cell in some 
ommatidia (see Figure 6e). This abnormality is similar to that of spl, which 
causes two, three or five cone cells and, rarely, primaiy pigment cell 
abnormalities (Cagan and Ready 1989b). Other iVbtoA mutations cause 
different abnormalities as seen in stained pupal eye discs. 
The mutations dx^ and doP do not show abnormalities of the optic lobe 
like many of the facet mutations do (Markopoulou et al. 1989). 
A comparison of ocelli nhenotvnea 
Mutations at d l^tex cause the ocelli to be closer together than normal. 
Sometimes, the anterior most ocellus is missing or all three ocelli are fused 
(data not shown). The Notch mutation spl causes a slight mutant ocellar 
phenotype; the anterior most ocellus of spl flies is often smaller than usual. 
Other loss-of^function Notch mutations are not known to cause ocellar 
abnormalities. 
A comparison of bristle phenotvpea 
Mutations at deltex cause disorganization of bristie patterns and can 
cause double bristies (see Figure 7). "iAany Notch mutations cause 
disorganization of the bristies, and some Notch mutations cause double 
bristies. Flies that are + have disorganized bristie patterns and 
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double bristles similar to those of dbP. Heat-pulsing l(l)N^^^ during the 
third instar larval stage causes extra bristles (Shellenbai^er and Mohler 
1978). The Notch mutation sp/ causes disorganized bristles and double 
bristles also; however, apl double bristles have only one socket, whereas dxP 
(and +) bristles each have their own socket. 
A comnarigon of dj>ltex mutations yntMAhruntex mutations 
A dass of Notch alleles caused by the Abruptex mutations are thought 
to be neomorphic alleles of Notch. It is interesting to note that A6rup^ex 
phenotypes are in a sense opposite from deltex phenotypes. Whereas deltex 
mutations cause excess wing vein material, Abruptex mutations cause a 
loss of wing veins (see Figure 12a-c). Also, deltex mutations cause extra 
bristles, while A6rup^ex mutations cause a loss of bristles. 
fiiimniiirv und anfllvaia of comnarisona of deltex and Notch phenotvpea 
Each of the known deltex phenotypes is similar to the phenotype of at 
least one Notch mutation. However, the held out wing phenotype of dx^ and 
the ocelli phenotypes of Df(l)G4^H24i^/ dx^ and Df(l)G4e^H24^/ d:P are 
more extensive than those seen in Notch mutants. In addition, there are 
several Notch phenotypes that were not seen to be caused by deltex 
mutations. For example, heat-pulsing l(l)N^^^ at different developmental 
times causes lethality, loss of the head, duplicated antennae, eye scars, and 
missing microchaete (Shellenbarger and Mohler 1978), and null alleles of 
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Notch cause embryonic death due to a neurogenic phenotype. There are 
several possibilities for why these Notch phenotypes were not seen in deltex 
mutants. First, it could be due to the limited number of deltex alleles that 
were studied (that is, other alleles of deltex may cause the other phenotypes). 
However, this possibility seems unlikely because saturation screens have 
been done to look for neurogenic mutants, and deltex has not been isolated in 
these screens (Wieschaus et al. 1984). Second, it could be that deltex and 
N<ach have different, unrelated AmcUons; however, this possibility seems 
unlikely because of the strong similarities in phenotypes between the two 
types of mutants and because of the strong phenotypic interactions between 
mutations in the two genes (see next section). Third, it could be that deltex 
and Notch function together in some of the same developmental pathways 
but not in others. Fourth, it could be that deltex and Notch (unction together 
in the same pathways, but that the particular functions of deltex and Notch 
are different enough to cause different phenotypes. Both of these last two 
possibilities are consistent with the available data. 
Phenotypic Interactions between Mutations at deltex and Mutations at Notch 
or Delta 
Introdttrtiffl 
An analysis of phenotypic interactions between deltex mutations and 
Notch mutations was done to help to determine how deltex and Notch may 
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interact. In addition, the phenotypic interactions between deltex mutations 
and the loss-of-fimction Delia mutation Dl^ were analyzed. This type of 
analysis cannot prove how genes interact; it can be useful, however, it 
developing hypotheses, which can then be tested with other experimental 
strategies. 
Interactiona between alleles of d£ltex and null alleles of Notch 
The first interactions that will be discussed are the interactions between 
three deltex mutations and two null alleles of Notch. The deltex mutations 
that were used were dxP, and Df(l)G4^H24i^\ the Notch muations that 
were used were N^^'^0 (g null mutation caused by the insertion of a 
transposable element) and N^^^ (a deletion of Notch). The 
trans heterozygotes that were made with dx^ q^264-40 +/ + and N^^^^ +/ 
+ dxh looked the same as + g^d +; that is, there was no 
visible phenotypic interaction between the heterozygous dx^ mutation and the 
heterozygous null Notch mutations. In contrast, the trans-heterozygotes 
that were made with dxP (^64-40 +/ + j ^419 +/ + gùcD) looked 
considerably more mutant than the control heterozygotes +, ]^419/ 
+, and +/dx^; therefore, a synergistic phenotypic interaction was shown to 
exist between the heterozygous dsfi mutation and the heterozygous null 
Notch mutations. In addition, as would be expected, ^64-40 +/ + looked 
the same as N^^^ +/ + dx^. The trans-heterozygote that was made with the 
deltex deletion Df(l)G4e^H24^ and N^S4-40 (^64-40 +/ + Df(l)G4^H24iR) 
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looked the same as +/ + therefore, a synergistic phenotypic 
interaction was shown to exist between the heterozygous deletion of deltex 
and a heterozygous null Notch mutation. Because +/ + +/ 
+ cbPt and +/ + Df(l)G4^H24i^  all looked the same, only the 
phenolypes of +/ + dxP will be descibed below. 
The synergistic phenotypic interactions of and cbfi were 
striking and involved all of the structures that showed mutant phenotypes in 
ji]264-40i + or +/ cbfi. These structures induded the wings, legs, eyes, ocelli, 
and bristles. In addition, the viability of these trans-heterozygotes was 
reduced. In normal culture conditions, only 6.5 percent of the females were 
1^64-40 +/ + clxP (instead of the expected 50 percent); in less crowded culture 
conditions, 21.5 percent of the females were +/ + (instead of the 
expected 50 percent). Those +/ + dxP flies that did emerge from the 
pupal case often did not live more than a few days. (See Materials and 
Methods for the details of these crosses.) In the following paragraphs the 
mutant phenotypes of the control genotypes, dxP/ + and gyg 
described, and these phenotypes are compared to those of 40 +/ + 
The wings of dbPl + flies had small deltas at veins HI, IV and V 
(Figure 9a), while the wings + flies had thick wing veins, deltas, 
and apical nicks (Figure 9b). In contrast, the wings of N^64-40 +/ + flies 
had very thick wing veins, large deltas, apical notches and nicks along the 
anterior and posterior margins (Figure 9c). The wing position phenotype 
also showed a synergistic interaction. Flies of the genotype dxP/ + or 
Figure 9. Synergistic phenotypic interactions are observed in flies that are 
heterozygous for both daP and a null Notch mutation 
a-c. Wing phenotypes (magnified 20X). 
a. diPl +. Veins HI, IV and V have small deltas. 
b. Each wing vein is thick (particularly m and 
V) and ends in a delta. The wing has an apical nick. 
c. Each wing vein is quite thick and ends in a 
delta. The wing has an apical notch and nicks along the 
anterior and posterior margins. 
d-f. Leg phenotypes (magnified 25X). 
d. dbPl^. The leg looks wild-type. 
e. •¥. The leg looks wild-type. 
f. dbPt Tarsal segments 2-5 are fused. 
g-i. Eye phenotypes (SEM micrographs of eyes magnified 780X). 
g. dxP/+. The eye has only slight irregularities. 
h. The eye has only slight irregularities. 
i. The facet size, shape and position are 
abnormal. The bristle position is irregular and many 
double bristles are present. There is a hole in one cornea. 
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^264-40I ^  their wings in a normal position, whereas, flies of the 
genotype +/ + held their wings out to the side and did not fly 
(data not shown). 
The legs of daPi + and + flies looked normal (Figure 9d,e). In 
contrast, the legs of +/ + diP flies were short, and tarsal segments 2 
through 5 were fused into one segment (Figure 9f>. 
The eyes of diPl + and + looked very slightly rough when 
viewed at 20X magnification with a dissecting microscope, in contrast, the 
eyes of +/ + doP looked moderately rough. SEM micrographs 
showed the cause of this rough phenotype. The eyes of dbPl + and + 
flies had only slight irregularities in facet organization and shape (Figure 
9g,h). In contrast, the eyes of +/ + dxP had gross irregularities in 
facet size, shape, and organizaiton; the bristle pattern was abnormal and 
and many bristles were doubled; and there were what looked like holes in the 
corneas of some of the facets. Despite the severe abnormalities that were 
present in the eye, the optic lobe of +/ + dxP flies (as well as of dbPl + 
andN^ '^^ ^l + flies) looked normal in silver-stained, horizontal sections 
(data not shown). This observation suggests that, unlike Notch, deltex may 
not be involved in optic lobe development. 
The ocelli of dsfi/ + and N^ '^40/ ^  fljeg looked normal, although the 
ocelli of some dxP/ + flies were slightly closer together than normal. In 
contrast, the three ocelli of +/ + dxP flies were fused together (data 
not shown). 
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Wild-type flies have four scutellar bristles. Flies of the genotypes dbPl + 
and + sometimes have extra scutellar bristles: 4.86 scutellar bristles 
per ébPl + fly (340 bristles/ 70 flies) and 4.15 scutellar bristles per gy 
(427 bristles/103 flies). In contrast, +/ + cbfi flies had 8.08 bristles 
per fly (291 bristles/ 36 flies). The + flies had from zero to one extra 
bristle, the cbP/ + flies had from zero to three extra bristles, and the 
+/ + dbfi had from two to six extra bristles. 
In summary, all of the structures that have mutant phenotypes in dxP/ 
+ or + showed synergistic interactions in +/ + flies. 
These data suggest that deltex and Notch function together in these same 
developing tissues. 
Gene dosage analysis 
A study of gene dosage effects can be useful in predicting how genes 
interact. For example, the gene dosage study of Notch and Delta showed that 
the ratio of the dose of Notch to Delta afifects the phenotype of the fly (see Alton 
et al. 1989 for a summaiy). One wild-type copy of Notch and two wild-type 
copies of Delta (Nt +; +/ +) results in wings that have thick veins and nicks; 
two wild-type copies of Notch and one wild-type copy of Delta (+/ +; DU +) 
results in wings that have thick wing veins. However, one wild-type copy of 
Notch and one wild-type copy of Delta ( N! +; DU +) results in wings that have 
a less mutant phenotype than those of either N/ +; +/ + or +/ +; DU +. Also, 
three wild-type copies of Notch and one wild-type copy of Delta results in 
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wings that have a more extreme Delta phenotype. These results, taken 
together with the biochemical data that show that Notch and Delta proteins 
and Delta and Delta proteins interact at the membranes of adjacent cells, 
suggest that the Notch and Delta proteins may compete for binding with 
Delta proteins (Fehon et al. 1990). As is described below, the dosage analysis 
of deltex and Notch points to a different type of interaction. 
Table 2, which was adapted from the Notch - Delta gene dosage table of 
Alton et al. (1989), briefly describes the phenotypic interactions that were 
seen in the wings of females with various doses of deltex and Notch. These 
interactions were actually opposite to those of the Delta - Notch interactions. 
As was described in the previous section, females with one wild-type copy of 
deltex and one wild-type copy of Notch showed a synergistic interaction. 
Females with three wild-type copies of deltex and one wild-type copy oîNotch 
showed no interaction. Females with one wild-type copy of deltex and three 
wild-type copies of Notch showed a partial suppression of the deltex 
phenotype. This last effect was seen somewhat more clearly in males (which 
normally have one wild-type copy each of deltex and Notch). When males 
that had a mutant copy of deltex (dx^ or d%^) and two wild-type copies of 
Notch were made, the extra wild-type copy of Notch partially suppressed the 
deltex phenotype. For the held-out wing and loss-of-flight phenotypes 
were suppressed; for daP, the rough eye phenotype was suppressed. The 
wing vein phenotypes could not be analyzed because of the strong thick vein 
phenotype of the extra wild-type copy of Notch. 
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Table 2. Dependence of female wing phenotjypes on gene dosages of N and dx 
JV+ dosage dosage Phenotype 
1 1 large apical notches, anterior and posterior 
nicks, very thick veins 
1 2 apical notches, thick veins 
2 1 small wing deltas 
2 2 wild-type 
2 3 wild-type 
3 2 thick wing veins 
1 3 apical notches, thick veins 
3 1 thick wing veins, some wings with a small delta 
at vein IV 
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Three conclusions can be drawn from these data. The first is that the 
deltex and Notch genes do not seem to code for duplicate functions. The 
synergistic interaction phenotype of N! +; daPl + flies might at first suggest 
that deltex and Notch code for duplicate Amotions since mutations in genes 
that code for duplicate Amotions do show synergism. This is because a 
decrease in one gene's Amotion can be compensated for by the other gene's 
Amotion, but a decrease in both genes' Amotions leads to an overall loss of 
Amotion. However, the phenolypes of females that had one wild-type copy of 
one gene and three wild-type copies of the other were inconsistent with a 
duplicate Amotion hypothesis. For genes that have duplicate Amotions, one 
would expect that a decrease in the wild-type dose of one of the genes paired 
with an increase in the wild-type dose of the other would result in a relatively 
wild-type phenotype. Instead, an increase in the wild-type dose of deltex 
paired with a decrease in the wild-type dose of Notch had no effect on the 
mutant phenotype, and a decrease in the wild-type dose of deltex paired with 
an increase in the wild-type dose of Notch resulted only in a partial 
suppression of the deltex phenotype and no suppression of the Notch 
phenotype. 
Second, the deltex and Notch interactions are opposite to the Delta and 
Notch interactions; this observation suggests that the proper ratio of deltex to 
Notch proteins is less important than the correct level of each protein. 
Third, an extra wild-type copy of Notch acts to suppress the mutant 
deltex phenotype, whereas an extra wild-type copy of deltex has no efifect on 
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the mutant Notch phenoiype, that is, the interaction is asymmetric. This 
observation cannot be understood without more information; however, de la 
Concha et al. (1988) have hypothesized about the asymmetry of phenotypic 
interactions, and so their ideas will be included here. They propose that 
asymmetric phenotypic interactions can be explained by supposing that one 
of the two gene products follows the other in an "ordered pathway with a 
common output." In regard to this research, Notch would follow deltex, and 
deltex would have a positive effect on Notch function. This would explain 
why a decrease of one wild-type copy of deltex could be partially compensated 
for by an extra wild-type copy of Notch. In this case, although there would be 
less deltex product to contribute to the function of the Notch product, there 
would be more Notch product present; this increased amount of Notch 
product would contribute to a somewhat normal outcome. In contrast, an 
extra wild-type copy of deltex could not compensate for the decrease in the 
wild-type copies of Notch because there would simply not be enough Notch 
product for the deltex product to act on; therefore, the overall lack of Notch 
function would contribute to a mutant outcome. 
Interactions beween alleles of deltex and the N^Q allele of Notch 
The Notch allele N^° is an unusual allele of Notch. Instead of having a 
typical notched wing phenotype, N^^/ + females have thick wing veins with 
deltas (the phenotype associated with an extra copy of the Notch gene). In 
addition, whereas the wing phenotype of N! + females is suppressed by an 
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extra copy of the Notch gene, the wing phenotype of JV^^/ + females is 
enhanced by an extra copy of Notch (Lindsley and Zimm 1990). The 
molecular lesion associated with this mutation is still unknown; therefore, 
the cause of this unusual phenotype is also unknown. To test the phenotypic 
interaction between the mutation and mutations at deltex, two 
trans-heterozygotes were made, N^^ +/ + dx^ and +/ + daP. The 
phenotype of N^^ +/ + dx^ Dies looked the same as that of +; therefore, 
no interaction was seen. Females of the genotype +/ + diP had thick 
wing veins, deltas, apical wing notches, fusion of tarsal segments, rough 
eyes, fused ocelli, and extra bristles. These phenotypes looked like those of 
^264-40 +/ + fijfP fligg. therefore, the phenotypic interaction between and 
dxP was the same as the phenotypic interaction between a null allele of 
Notch and An interpretation of this observation awaits the detection of 
the molecular cause of the phenotype. 
Interactions between dx^ and rcceasive Natch alleles in trana-heterozvgotea 
To test for the existence of allele-spedfic synergistic interactions 
between deUex and recessive Notch alleles, trans-hetero^gotes were made 
with the recessive deliex allele dx^ and the recessive Notch alleles fa^, 
fa, fa0, nd^, spl, and nd (e.g., + dx^lfa^^^ +). All of these 
trans-heterozygotes looked wild-type; therefore, no allele-spedfic interactions 
were detected by this experiment. 
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Phenotvnic interactiona between mutations at ddtex. and mutations at Notch 
To test for the existence of allele-spedfic phenotypic interactions 
between mutations at deUex and mutations at Notch, nineteen double 
mutants and two triple mutants were made. The answers to the following 
questions were of particular interest. 1) Do dx  ^and dxP interact with Notch 
mutations in the same way? 2) Do only specific types of Notch mutations 
interact with deltex mutations? For example, are the interacting mutations 
specific to the protein-coding sequences of the Notch transcript, to the 
extracellular or intracellular part of the Notch protein, to the EGF-like 
repeats, or to mutations that affect only the wings or only the eyes? 3) Do the 
Abruptex alleles interact differently than the loss-of-function alleles of 
Notchi Following the descriptions of the double and triple mutants, a 
summary of the phenotypic interactions is presented (see Figure 13). 
The Notch mutation is caused by an 800 base-pair deletion, which 
deletes the 3' part of the gene immediately upstream from JVbfcA and almost 
all of the sequences up to the Notch transcription start site (Kidd et al. 1986). 
The mutant phenotype is thought to be caused, at least in part, by an 
interference of the Notch function by the transcription of the adjacent 
upstream gene (Welshons and Welshons 1986). A very large RNÂ was found 
in samples of poly(A)+ RNA fit)m pupae, which suggests that the 
deletion may cause a Aision transcript (a fiision of part of the upstream 
gene's transcript to the Notch transcript) to be present in flies (see 
Appendix). Flies that had the mutation had normal-looking wings. 
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disrupted transverse rows of bristles on the first tarsal segments, a few extra 
sex comb bristles, and rough eyes (see Figure lOg for leg phenotype). Flies of 
the genotypedx^/YhaA wings veins like those of dx^ wings; apical 
wing nicks; partial to complete fusion of tarsal segments 2 and 3,3 and 4, 
and/ or 4 and 5; disrupted transverse rows; abnormal sex comb morphology 
(greater than 30 sex comb bristles were arranged in a cluster rather than 
linearly); and rough eyes like those of flies (see Figure lOh for leg 
phenotype). Flies of the genotype dip IY had wing veins like those of 
dsP wings; apical wing nicks; partial fusion of tarsal segments 4 and 5; 
disrupted transverse rows; abnormal sex comb morphology (greater than 30 
sex comb bristles were arranged in a cluster rather than linearly); and 
rough eyes like those of flies (see Figure lOi for leg phenotype). 
Because the legs of the dx^ and daP double mutants had more 
extreme phenotypes than those of the or either of the deltex mutants 
(Figure 10b,c), these interactions were considered to be synergistic. 
The Notch mutation fa  ^is caused by an insertion of a transposable 
element (springer) in the second intron of the Notch gene (Kidd and Young 
1986). Flies that had the fa^ mutation had normal-looking wings, sex combs 
that had a couple of extra bristles and bristles that were not all linearly 
arranged, and rough eyes (see Figure lOd for leg phenotype). Flies of the 
genotype fa^ dx^/ Y had wings veins like those of dx^ wings; apical wing 
nicks; fusion of tarsal segments 1 through 5; abnormal sex comb morphology 
(about 20 sex comb bristles were arranged non-linearly); and rough eyes like 
Figure 10. The synei^stic phenotypic interactions between three Notch eye 
mutations and two deltex mutations are shown by the presence of 
abnormal leg morphology in the double mutants 
The legs are magnified 25X. The arrows point to sex combs. 
a. +/Y. 
b. dx^lY. Leg segmentation and sex comb structure are normal. 
c. dûiP/Y. Leg segmentation and sex comb structure are normal. 
d. fa^/Y. The sex comb bristles are not all linearly arranged. 
e. fa  ^dx /^Y. Tarsal segments 1-5 are fused. The sex comb has 
extra bristles, which are not all linearly arranged. 
f. fa^ dxP/ Y. Tarsal segments 1-5 are fused. The sex comb has 
extra bristles, which are not all linearly arranged. 
g. Y. The sex comb has extra bristles, which are not all 
linearly arranged. 
h. dx^l Y. Tarsal segments 2 and 3 and segments 4 and 5 
are partially fused. The sex comb has many extra bristles 
arranged in a cluster. 
i. daPlY. The sex comb has many extra bristles arranged 
in a cluster. 
j. spUY, Leg segmentation and sex comb structure are normal. 
k. spldx^/Y. Tarsal segments 4 and 5 are fused. 
1. spldxPtY. Tarsal segments 4 and 5 are partly fused. The sex 
comb has extra bristles, which are not all linearly arranged. 
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those of fa^ flies (see Figure lOe for leg phenotype). Flies of the genotype fa^ 
dxPl Y had wing veins like those of dsfi wings; apical wing nicks; fusion of 
tarsal segments 1 through 6; disrupted transverse rows; abnormal sex comb 
morphology (about 16 sex comb bristles were arranged non-linearly); and 
rough eyes like fa^ (see Figure lOf for leg phenotype). Because the legs of the 
fa^ dx^ and fa^ dxP double mutants had more extreme phenotypes than 
those of the fa^ or either of the deltex mutants (Figure 10b,c), these 
interactions were considered to be synergistic. 
The Natch mutation fa is caused by an insertion of a transposable 
element (opus) in the second intron of the Notch gene (Kidd and Young 1986). 
Flies that had the fa mutation had normal-looking wings, normal looking 
legs, and slightly rough eyes. Flies of the genotype fa dx^l Y had wings veins 
like those of dx^ wings; apical wing nicks; partial to complete fusion of tarsal 
segments 2 and 3, and 4 and 5; sex comb bristles that were arranged 
non-linearly; and eyes that were more rough than those of fa flies. Flies of 
the genotype^ dxP/Yhad wing veins like those of dxP wings; apical wing 
nicks; partial to complete fusion of tarsal segments 2 and 3, and 4 and 5; 
disrupted transverse rows; sex comb bristles that were arranged 
non-linearly; and eyes that were more rough than those of fa flies. Because 
the legs of the fa dx^ and fa dx^ double mutants had more extreme 
phenotypes than those of the fa or either of the deltex mutants, these 
interactions were considered to be synergistic. 
The Notch mutation fa0 is caused by an insertion of a transposable 
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element (/lea) in the second intron of the Notch gene (Kidd and Young 1986). 
Flies that had the fa^ mutation had normal-looking wings, normal looking 
legs, and glossy-looking eyes. FUes of the genotypes fa/f dx^l Y and /b^ dsPt 
Y had phenotypes that were simply a combination of the two separate 
phenotypes; therefore, these interactions were considered to be additive. 
The Notch mutation spl is caused by an isoleucine to threonine 
substitution in the fourteenth EGF-like repeat of the Notch protein (Hartley et 
al. 1987, Kelley et al. 1987). Flies that had the apl mutation had 
nonnal-looking wings; normal-looking legs; small, rough eyes; and missing 
or doubled bristles (e.g., scutellar bristles) (see Figure !(% for leg phenotype). 
Flies of the genotype spl dx^t Y had wings that looked like those of dx^ flies; 
partial to complete fusion of tarsal segments 4 and 5; disrupted transverse 
rows; a few extra sex comb bristles; eyes that were about as rough as those of 
spl but not as small; and bristles like those of spl flies (see Figure 10k for leg 
phenotype). Flies of the genotype spl ébPt Y had wings that looked like those 
of dbP flies; partial fusion of tarsal segments 4 and 5; disrupted transverse 
rows; abnormal sex comb morphology (many extra bristles were arranged in 
a cluster rather than linearly); eyes that were about as rough as those of spl 
but not as small; and bristles like those of spl and daP flies (see Figure 101 for 
leg phenotype). Because the legs of the spl dx^ and spl dxP double mutants 
had more extreme phenotypes than those of the spl or either of the deltex 
mutants (Figure 10b,c), but the eyes of the spl dx^ and spl daP double 
mutants had less extreme phenotypes than those ot spl mutants, these 
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interactions were considered to be "complex". 
The Notch mutation nd  ^(also called faP^) has not been characterized at 
the molecular level; however, genetic mapping places it at approximately the 
third exon of Notch (Yedvobnick et al. 1985). Flies that had the rufi mutation 
had thick wing veins with deltas, and occasional apical wing nicks (Figure 
lib). Flies of the genotype dx^lYhaA very thick wing veins; nicks at the 
apical, anterior, and posterior wing margins; and slightly small eyes (see 
Figure lie for wing phenotype). Flies of the genotype nd^ dbP had very thick 
wing veins; multiple apical wing nicks; and slightly small eyes (see Figure 
llg for wing phenotype). Because the wings of the nd^ dx^ and nd^ dbfi 
double mutants had more extreme phenotypes than those of the nd^ or either 
of the deltex mutants (Figure lid A these interactions were considered to be 
synergistic. 
The Notch mutation l(l)N^^  ^is caused by a glycine to aspartic acid 
substitution in the thirty-second EGF-like repeat of the Notch protein (Xu 
1990). Flies that had the l(l)N^^^ mutation had normal to slightly thick wing 
veins, occasional wing nicks, and normal-looking legs. Flies of the genotype 
l(l)N^^ ébPt Y had wing veins that were thicker than those of dxP wings; 
single to multiple apical wing nicks; and fused tarsal segments 4 and 5 and 
partially to completely fused tarsal segments 2 and 3. Because the wings and 
legs of the l(l)N^^ diP double mutant had more extreme phenotypes than 
those of the (1)N^^ mutant or the dbP mutant, this interaction was 
considered to be synergistic. 
Figure 11. The phenotypic interactions between two Notch wing mutations 
and two deltex mutations di£fer in type 
The wings are magnified 20X. 
a. +/Y. 
b. nd^lY. Each wing is thick and ends in a delta. 
c. nd/Y. Each wing vein is thick and ends in a delta. The wing 
has nicks all around its margin. 
d. dx^lY. Each wing vein is thick and ends in a delta. 
e. nd^dx^lY. Each wing vein is quite thick and ends in a delta, 
the wing has a large apical notch and nicks along its anterior 
and posterior mazgins. Compare this more extreme 
phenotype to the wing phenotypes of ru^ (Figure 11 b) and dx^ 
(Figure 11 d). 
f. dxP/Y. Each wing vein is thick and ends in a delta. 
g. nd^dx^/Y. Each wing vein is quite thick and ends in a delta. 
The wing has nicks at its apical and posterior mai^ns. 
Compare this more extreme phenotype to the wing phenotypes 
of nd^ (Figure 11 b) and dx^ (Figure 11 £). 
h. nddxP/Y. Each wing vein is thick and ends in a delta. The 
wing has nicks all around its margin. Compare this 
phenotypë to the similar wing phenotype of nd (Figure 11c). 
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The Notch mutation nd is caused by one or both of two mutations that 
affect the intracellular part of the Notch protein: a threonine to isoleucine 
substitution near the carbo]^ end and an insertion of an extra glutamine in 
the opa region (Xu et al. 1990). Flies that had the nd mutation had thick wing 
veins, and wing nicks along the apical, anterior and posterior margins 
(Figure 11c). Flies of the genotype nd dx^l Y died before they reached the 
adult stage. Flies of the gentoype nd dxP/Yhad wings like those of nd flies; 
the strength of the phenotype varied from the same as to greater than the nd 
phenotype (Figure llh). Because the nd dx^ double mutant combination was 
lethal, this interaction was considered to be synergistic. Because the nd dxP 
double mutant had a phenotype that overlapped that of the nd mutant, this 
interaction was considered to be additive. 
The Notch mutation (also called Ac^^^) is caused by an aspartic 
acid to valine substitution in the twenty-third EGF-like repeat of the Notch 
protein (Kelley et al. 1987). Flies that had the mutation had short wing 
veins II and V (Figure 12a). Flies of the genotype dx^l Y almost always 
died before emerging from the pupal case; those flies that did emerge had 
wing veins that met the wing margin but that were more thick than those of 
dx^ flies, and had wings with apical nicks (Figure 12d). Flies of thé genotype 
d f^il Y usually died before emerging from the pupal case; those flies 
that did emerge had wing veins that met the wing margin and that 
sometimes had slight deltas (Figure 12g). Note that ttieAxP mutation 
enhanced the dx^ wing vein phenotype but supppressed the dxP wing vein 
Figure 12. Mutations at deltex suppress A6ruptex mutations 
The wings are magnified 20X. 
a. AaPi Y. Veins II and V are short. The arrows point to vein 
gaps. 
b. Ajc® /^ y. Veins IV and V are short. The arrows point to vein 
gaps. 
c. Veins II, IV and V are short. 
d. Aa? dx^l Y. Veins II and V meet the wing margin. Compare 
to the wing in Figure 12a. The arrow points to vein II. 
e. dx^t Y. Veins IV and V meet the wing margin. 
Compare to theAz^ wing in Figure 12b. The arrow points to 
vein IV. 
f. Veins II, IV and V are short. Compare to the 
AaPl wing in Figure 12c. 
g. Aa? daPl Y. Veins II and V meet the wing margin. Compare 
to the Aa? wing in Figure 12a. The arrow points to vein II. 
h. Aa^  ^daPl Y. Veins IV and V meet the wing maigin. 
Compare to the Aa^^ wing in Figure 12b. The arrow points to 
vein IV. Note also that no deltas are present. 
i. AxPlAa^  ^daP. Vein II meets the wing margin, and veins IV 
and V are not as short as those in the AaPl aJ^^ wing in 
Figure 12c. The arrow points to vein II. 
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phenotype. Because the viability of the dx^ and dbP double mutants 
was much lower than that of the Ac^ or either of the deltex mutants, but the 
short wing vein phenotype was suppressed in the double mutants, these 
interactions were considered to be "complex". 
The Notch mutation is caused by a histidine to tyrosine 
substitution in the twenty-ninth EGF-like repeat of the Notch protein (Hartley 
et al. 1987, KeUey et al. 1987). Flies that had theAc^ mutation had short 
wing veins IV and V (Figure 12b). Flies of the genotype dx^l Y had 
wing veins that met the wing margin and that were about as thick as those of 
dx^ flies, and had wings with apical nicks (Figure 12e). Flies of the genotype 
Ac^^ daPl Y had wing veins that met the wing margin and that were only 
slightly thick (Figure 12h). Because the short wing vein phentype of the 
Ac^^ mutation was suppressed in the double mutant Ar^ dx^l Y, but the 
thick vein phenotype of the dx^ mutation was enhanced in the double 
mutant, this interaction was considered to be "complex." Because the double 
mutant Ac^^ Y had a less extreme phenotype than that of either the 
Ac^^ mutation or the dxP mutation, this interaction was considered to be 
suppressive. 
Females of the genotype Aa^fAx^^ usually die in the pupal stage 
(Foster 1975); however, some of these flies do emerge. The wings of Ac^/ 
Ax^^ females had short veins II, IV and V (Figure 12c). Xu et al. recently 
reported that an allele of deltex suppresses the lethality of the Ae^/Ac^^ 
genotype; therefore, the ability of dx^ and dxP to suppress this lethality was 
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tested, flies of the genotype Aa^lAa^^ dx^ had a lethality frequency and 
wing vein phenotype similar to that ùîA:Pl It is possible that the dx^ 
mutation would suppress the lethality in the homozygous but not 
heterozygous condition since it is a recessive mutation. Flies of the genotype 
AaPlAa^^ daP lived to the adult stage and had a less extreme wing vein 
phenotype; therefore, the dsP allele does suppress the lethality oîAaPi 
A summary of the double mutant interactions is presented in Figure 13 
(the design of this figure is modified from that of Xu et al. 1990). These data 
provide the answers to the questions that were presented at the beginning of 
this section. 1) The dx^ and daP mutations had the same type of interaction 
with all but two and nd) of the nine l^otch mutations that were studied 
(the interaction with 1(1)1^^ was tested only with d:P). 2) The type of 
interaction is not specific to the type of Notch mutation (e.g., it is not specific 
to those mutations affecting only the protein coding sequences, the 
extracellular protein regions, the EGF-like repeats, or one tissue). 3) The 
Abruptex mutations did not cause a unique type of interaction. In fact, it is 
difficult to find any strong trends or generalizations in these results. 
However, future models otdeltex function will need to account for these 
observations. An interesting point is that the two deltex alleles did not 
interact with the fa0 mutation. It has been reported that the fa0 mutation is 
the only Notch mutation out of six tested that does not interact with the 
neurogenic genes Delta, mastermind. Enhancer of split, bigbrain and 
neuralized (Xu et al. 1990). One unanticipated conclusion of this analysis is 
Figure 13. The phenofypic interactions between mutations at d^ex and mutations at 
Notch are allele-specific 
The top part of the figure is a diagramatic representation of the Notch 
transcript The solid bars represent exons A-I; the lines represent introns. 
Four notable parts of the corresponding JVbteA protein are indicated beneath 
this diagram. 
The arrows indicate the approximate position of nine Notch mutations. 
Beneath the arrows are very brief descriptions of each mutation and the 
phenolype that each one causes. 
The table at the bottom of the figure describes the type of phenotypic interaction 
seen in males that are mutant for both dx^ (top row) or daP (bottom row) and 
the Notch mutation that is indicated at the top of each column. + = synergistic 
interaction; o = additive interaction; - = suppressive interaction; +/- = complex 
interaction. 
The design of this figure is modified from Xu et al. (1990). 
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that the presence of a deltex mutation can uncover imperceptible 
tissue-specific abnormalities of Notch function; for example, the presence of 
a deltex mutation uncovers the loss of normal Notch function in the legs of fa 
flies. This type of information could be useful in the study of the Notch gene. 
Interactions beween mutations at deltex and a mutation at Delta 
The Delta protein has been shown to interact with the Notch protein at 
the surface of cells (Fehon et al. 1990) (see "Introduction" and "Gene dosage 
analysis" of this section). In addition, the phenotypes of a heterozygous null 
allele of Delta are similar to the phenotypes of mutant deltex alleles. 
Therefore, the phenotypic interactions between mutations at deltex (dx^ and 
dxP) and a loss-of-function mutation at Delta (Dl^) were examined. Flies of 
the genotype Dl^/ + had thick wing veins with deltas (Figure 14e); 
normal-looking legs (Figure 14e); and slightly rough eyes. FUes of the 
genotype dx /^ Y; Dl^ l + died during development. Flies of the genotype d t^ 
Y\ Dl^l + had thick wing veins and deltas (the delta at vein III was larger 
than that of +/ Y', Dl^t + or diPl Y\ +/ +) (Figure 14c); partial to complete 
fusion of tarsal segments 2 through 5 (Figure 14f); and rough eyes. These 
observations suggest that deltex interacts with Delta in a synergistic manner 
(although the wing phenotype of the daPl Y; Dl^l + double mutant showed an 
additive rather than synergistic interaction), and that the type of interaction 
is similar to the interaction between a null allele of Notch and an allele of 
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deltex. These results support the hypothesis that deltex is a member of the 
same developmental pathways as both Natch and Delta. 
Figure 14. The phenotypic interaction between Dl^ and diP is complex 
a-c. Wing phenotypes (magnified 20X). 
a. ébPlY't •¥!•¥. Each wing vein is thick and ends in a delta. 
b. +/Y;2)Z^+. Each wing vein is thick (particularly n) and 
ends in a delta. 
c. cbPfY\Dl^/+. Each wing vein is thick (particularly II) 
and ends in a delta (compare to Figure 14a, b). 
d-f. Leg phenotypes (magnified 26X). 
d. dxPlY\+/+. Leg segmentation is normal. 
e. +/Y;Df^/ +. Leg segmentation is normal. 
f. dx^lY;Dl^f +. Tarsal segments 2-5 are fused. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The goals of this research were to isolate and characterize a gene that 
functions with Notch in a cell fate pathway. A candidate was found in a 
mutation that causes phenotypes similar to Notch and that interacts 
phenotypically with Notch mutations. Three investigations of this gene were 
done. 1) The gene was characterized by genetic, çytological, and phenotypic 
analyses. 2) Mutant phenotypes of the gene were compared to mutant 
phenotypes of Notch. 3) The phenotypic interactions between mutations of 
the gene and mutations of Notch were analyzed. The conclusions of these 
investigations are described below. 
The new mutation, maps to the deltex gene at salivary band region 
6ÂB. The allele and the previously known dx^ allele are loss-of-fmiction 
alleles, a characteristic which makes them good alleles for studying deltex 
Amcdon. Mutations at deltex cause pleiotropic phenotypes, which affect the 
wings, legs, eyes, ocelli, and bristles. The deltex function is autonomous; 
therefore, deltex must be expressed and function in these different cell types. 
Specific mutant deltex phenotypes include thick wing veins, wing nicks, held 
out wings, fused tarsal segments, irregular eye facet shape and 
arrangement, extra cone cells and primary pigment cells, fused ocelli, and 
extra bristles. These phenotypes are consistent with the hypothesis that 
deltex fimctions in the specification of individual cell fate. 
Each of the known mutant deltex phenotypes is similar to the phenotype 
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of at least one Notch mutation. This similarity of phenotypes suggests that 
(Mtex and Notch (Unction together in a cell fate pathway. However, some of 
the phenotypes seen in deltex mutants are more extensive than those seen in 
Notch mutants, and some mutant JVbfcA phenotypes have no corresponding 
mutant deltex phenotype. Therefore, either deltex and Notch function 
together in some of the same pathways, but not in others; or deltex and Notch 
function together in the same pathways, but their different functions can 
give rise to different mutant phenotypes. 
The strong interactions between deltex and Notch mutations provide 
additional support for the idea that deltex and Notch function together in a 
developmental pathway. Synergistic interactions between ^ Itex and Notch 
mutations are seen for wing, leg, eye, ocelli, and bristle phenotypes. 
Therefore, deltex and Notch appear to function together in these same 
developing tissues. The way in which the two genes interact within a 
pathway is unknown; however, gene dosage interactions between deltex and 
Notch suggest that the two genes do not code for duplicate functions, and that 
the proper ratio of deltex to NoU:h proteins is less important than the correct 
level of each protein. Strong interactions between deltex and Delta mutations 
suggest that deltex is a member of the same developmental pathways as both 
Notch anà Delta. 
The cumulative results of these investigations lead to the conclusion 
that the deltex gene functions with the Notch gene in one or more 
developmental pathways to specify individual cell fate. 
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APPENDIX 
Notch expression in Canton-S (wild-type), and dxP early pupae 
was characterized by Northern blot analysis. Poly(A)''' RNA was isolated 
from 18-29 hour pupae and 12-36 hour Canton-S and dxP pupae, 
subjected to standard Northern blot procedures, and probed with the Notch 
probe cDNA-0 and the control probe rp49 (Figure 15). The purpose of this 
analysis was two-fold. 
Because the deletion removes the 3' end of the gene immediately 
upstream from Notch as well as all the sequences up to approximately the 
Notch transcription start site (Kidd et al. 1986), it was predicted that a fusion 
transcript (of part of the transcript from the upstream gene fused to a Notch 
transcript) is present in flies (Welshons and Welshons 1986, Gorman 
1987). The presence in the RNA sample of a very large poly(A)+ RNA 
that hybridizes to the Notch probe is consistent with the hypothesis that the 
foSwb deletion causes a fusion transcript. However, hybridization of this 
large RNA to a probe from the upstream gene needs to be shown before a 
final conclusion about this hypothesis can be made. 
The second reason the Northern blot analysis was done was to look for a 
change in the amount or size of Notch transcripts in early dxP pupae. The 
developmental stage (12-36 hours) was chosen because this stage corresponds 
to the temperature-sensitive period of l(l)N^^ for thick wing veins (thick 
wing veins is the strongest daP phenotype). The size of Notch transcripts 
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from dbP and Canton-S pupae was the same (Figure 15a). Less Notch RNA 
was seen in the ébP poIy(A)+ RNA sample than in the wild-type sample 
(Figure 16a); however, hybridization with the control probe rp49 (a ribosomal 
protein gene that has a fairly constant level of transcription during 
development) showed that there was less RNA overall in the dxP RNA 
sample than in the wild-type RNA sample. Therefore, there was no evidence 
for the diP mutation causing a change in the amount or size ot Notch 
transcripts. 
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fgswb ^ dxD 
a 
10.5kb 
0.6kb 
a. RNÂ probed with a AToteA cDNA probe. Note that the RNA 
from flies includes a large molecular weight RNA. 
b. RNA probed with a probe. This probe is used for 
comparing the amounts of RNA in each lane. Note that there 
is more Notch RNA in the wild-type lane than in the cbP lane. 
Figure 16. Northern blot analysis of poly(A)+ RNA from 36 hour 
wild-type and dsP pupae 
